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Abstract 
In this thesis I investigate patterns of consonant harmony in Dutch which appear 
to be at odds with consonant harmony data from other languages such as English and 
French. In order to achieve this, I undertake a recompilation of the original Dutch data. I 
examine two individual case studies involving children from a corpus documenting 
phonological development in Dutch. I describe these case studies from both qualitative 
and quantitative perspectives, in order to provide a representative account of the factors 
driving harmony. This study reveals that a series of production strategies exist (mainly of 
segmental substitutions) that are independent from harmony itself but that result in 
harmonized forms. I demonstrate that the tendencies observed in the data are largely 
predictable from the general phonotactics of the language which, I hypothesize, affect the 
children's analysis of their language and, as such, yield the production strategies 
observed in the data. 
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Chapter 1 - Introduction 
Across languages, children acquiring their target mother tongues display a 
number of emergent phonological processes that have no correlates in the adult version of 
the language they are learning. These processes include, but are not limited to, syllable 
truncation, velar fronting and consonant harmony (see, e.g. Bernhardt and Sternberger 
1999 for a survey of the processes attested in phonological development). Production 
strategies such as these reveal aspects of the child's developing grammar and of other 
factors constraining child language such as physiological and articulatory limitations. In 
this thesis, I investigate the process of consonant harmony, which can be briefly defined 
as a long-distance featural agreement relationship between consonants. Consonant 
harmony as observed in child language is an emergent process, one which is not attested 
in adult languages (e.g. Pater 1997) and whose origins are yet to be determined, 
especially since its manifestations vary across languages and language learners (e.g. Pater 
1997, Rose 2000, Fikkert and Levelt 2004). This thesis takes variation across languages 
as its starting point. Indeed, there exist differences in the manifestation of consonant 
harmony in children learning English, French and Dutch. As a result, analyses previously 
developed for any of these languages cannot always account for patterns found in the 
other languages. For example,as argued by Rose (2000), some of the differences between 
the manifestations of consonant harmony in French versus English can be accounted for 
by examining the metrical (stress) structure of the languages, which defines prosodic 
domains (e.g. foot, prosodic word) within which harmony takes place. The Dutch data, 
however, appear to be at odds with the English and French data. On the whole, as 
opposed to what is observed in English or French, the vowel intervening between the 
harmonizing consonants seems to play a role in the Dutch data. No work published thus 
far even attempts to provide a cross-linguistic explanation for this peculiarity. 
The researchers who have investigated Dutch consonant harmony patterns have 
interpreted them as an artifact of partial specification of place features within the word, 
which results in forms that display place identity between consonants and vowels (Levelt 
1993, Levelt 1994, Levelt 1996, Fikkert and Levelt 2004), rather than as relations 
between consonants irrespective of intervening vocalic material (Smith 1973, Spencer 
1986, Goad 1996, Pater 1997, Rose 2000). This leads to the question as to why Dutch-
learning children should be any different from learners of other languages. In addition, 
one can wonder whether the apparent difference between Dutch learners and learners of 
other languages is an artifact of the different methodologies used by the researchers. 
Indeed, the Dutch data have thus far been reported in a way that prevents a systematic 
comparison with the English and French data. In order to investigate this issue further, 
the Dutch data need to be revisited using a method comparable to the ones used by 
researchers who have focused on English and French. Essentially, the differences 
between the two methods lie primarily on the focus of the compilation. While Levelt and 
Fikkert base their findings primarily on the shape of output forms, researchers such as 
Pater and Rose instead focus on the target forms and how these forms are affected by the 
harmonizing processes. 
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To address these issues, I look in this thesis at two case studies of children from 
the original study of consonant harmony in Dutch by Levelt (1994). I look at the data 
from these children from both qualitative and quantitative perspectives in order to 
provide a representative account of production strategies appearing in the children's 
outputs. I address each of the cases of apparent consonant harmony at first from the 
perspective of the place of articulation of the targeted consonants. I then examine all 
attempted cases of these targeted segments to determine what production strategies affect 
these segments. In addition, I discern which of these patterns result in apparent 
harmonized forms. At each step of this investigation, quantitative data are also collected 
in order to report on the representativity of the qualitative data discussed. 
This study reveals that there are a series of production strategies that are 
independent from harmony itself that result in harmonized forms. A majority of the 
apparent cases of consonant harmony found in the outputs of both children are cases of 
apparent coronal harmony. I demonstrate that most of these cases result from a pattern of 
segmental substitution which targets consonants whose production is problematic for the 
children. I argue that phonological and statistical properties of the Dutch language 
conspire to produce these apparently harmonized forms. That is, coronal segments are 
highly frequent and are distributed in such a way that they have special status in the 
language input received by children. This predisposes children to select coronals as 
default consonants and, thus, use them as substitutes for other sounds. This, linked with 
the high frequency of occurrence of coronal segments in the language yields forms 
displaying harmony on the surface. 
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This thesis is organized as follows. In chapter 2, I provide background 
information about consonant harmony and summarize previous studies investigating this 
process. I also discuss the method used in the current study. In chapter 3, I discuss the 
coping strategies affecting Jarmo's speech productions that result in apparent cases of 
consonant harmony. I consider similar issues arising in Eva's productions in chapter 4. I 
discuss the patterns observed in these children's speech, in chapter 5, in light of the 
special status of coronal segments. Finally, I provide my concluding remarks in chapter 6. 
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Chapter 2 - Previous Studies and Methodology 
1. Background 
Consonant harmony refers to featural agreement relations between consonants. 
These agreement relations in child language generally target major places of articulation 
(POA; i.e. Labial, Coronal and Dorsal) and, to a lesser extent, manner and voicing 
features, as seen in examples (1) through (3), respectively. 
(1) 'duck' /dAk/-+ [gAk] 
(2) 'pudding' /pudii]/-+ [pupil)] 
(3) 'light' /1ait/-+[dait] 
trigger = DORSAL, target = CORONAL 
(Berg and Schade 2000: 4) 
trigger = LABIAL, target = CORONAL 
(Berg and Schade 2000: 4) 
trigger= -CONTINUANT, target= +CONTINUANT 
(Goad 1996: 192) 
As we can see in (1), the target consonant /d/ of the word 'duck' takes on the 
dorsal place of articulation of the final consonant /k/, yielding the velar-harmonized form 
[gAk]. This is an example of primary place of articulation assimilation. Example (2) 
illustrates both primary place of articulation and voicing assimilation. The target /d/ of 
the word 'pudding' takes on the labial place of articulation and the voiceless quality of 
the initial consonant /p/, yielding a voicing and labial-harmonized form [pupil)]. (Note 
here, however, that it is unclear from the data provided whether the child had acquired 
voicing contrasts at the time when this example was produced.) Example (3) illustrates 
manner assimilation: The target Ill of the word 'light' takes on the manner of articulation 
of the final consonant It/, yielding a form harmonized in manner, [dait]. 
We can also see from these examples that child consonant harmony takes place in 
morphologically simple words, i.e. without any morphological conditioning. This is not 
surprising since consonant harmony typically occurs in early forms, at a stage when very 
few morphological operations, if any, have been mastered by language learners (e.g. 
Smith 1973). 
In this chapter, I will review patterns of consonant harmony found in English-, 
French- and Dutch-learning children. I will then compare the analyses proposed to 
account for the evidence found in each of these languages. 
2. Patterns of Consonant Harmony in English 
Smith (1973) conducted a study ofthe phonological acquisition of his English-
learning son Amahl and found systematic cases of consonant harmony. In these data, 
some of which are reported in ( 4), we see bidirectional velar harmony affecting coronals 
(i.e. both regressive and progressive). There are examples of regressive harmony 
affecting coronals. In [Labial ... Dorsal]1 and [Dorsal ... Labial] target forms there is 
bidirectional velar harmony. In addition, as noted by Rose (2000), there is no difference 
between words with a eve shape and those with a evev shape with regard to the 
manifestation of consonant harmony. 
1 The schema [Articulator ... Articulator] refers to the discontinuous sequence of POA of the target and 
actual forms attested in the data. 
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(4) Consonant harmony in English (data from Smith 1973: 212-262 and Pater & Werle 
2003: 385) 
Harmony Type Word Target Child's Word Directionality 
IPA Production Shape 
NO Harmony book [buk] [buk] eve 
bite [bait] fbait] eve 
Dorsal duck [dAk] (gAk] eve regressive 
cloth [kla8] [{pk] eve progressive 
cup [kAp] [kAk] eve progressive 
pickle [p1kal] [g1gu] cvcv regressive 
doggie [d::>gi:] [g::>gi:] cvcv regressive 
glasses [glres1z] [greg I] cvcv progressive 
Labial stop [stop] [b::>p] eve regressive 
thump [8Amp] [wAp] eve regressive 
table [teibal] [be:bu] evev regressive 
thimble [81mbal] [wimbu] cvev regressive 
In English eve words like 'duck', for example, the velarity ofword-final/k/ 
regressively assimilates the coronality of word-initial /d/. The same process occurs in 
evev words like 'doggie' where, for example, the velarity of /g/ assimilates the 
coronality of word-initial /d/. There is also progressive assimilation where the velarity of 
the word-initial /k/ of /kloB/ assimilates the coronality of word-final /8/. In the examples 
of labial harmony, only regressive assimilation processes occurs. The labiality of the 
word-final /p/ in /stop/ assimilates word-initial /t/. (The word-initial se cluster is reduced 
to a stop through an independent process.) The same processes occur in evev words. 
2.1 Linear Phonology and Rules 
Within the rule-based framework of Linear Generative Phonology used by Smith 
(1973), it is relatively difficult to analyze this process of assimilation of consonants 
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across an intervening vowel. A method for looking at non-local relations is required. 
Smith (1973) proposed the following rules to account for consonant harmony. 
(5) Rules of consonant harmony (Smith 1973: 165) 
a) Velarizing coronal continuants after a velar 
b) Velarizing or labializing coronals before a velar or labial 
The problem with these rules is that they merely describe the phenomenon instead 
of providing an explanation for it. However, since Smith's study, several attempts have 
been made to explain consonant harmony in individual languages, as outlined in the 
subsequent sections. 
2.2 Non-Linear Phonology and Underspecification Theory 
A two-part account of consonant harmony was developed within the framework 
of Feature Geometry, using articulator-based models of segmental representation (e.g. 
Sagey 1986). Addressing the problem ofthe non-adjacency of consonants noted by Smith 
(1973), Spencer (1986) proposes first that there is planar segregation between consonants 
and vowels such that these two types of segments are represented on separate planes, to 
avoid crossing association lines and allow spreading of features between segments, as 
depicted in (6) (see also Macken 1992, McDonough and Myers 1991 and Sternberger and 
Stoel-Gammon 1991). 
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(6) Vowel feature [+low] 
Segmental Information 
I 
f n--m ai 
r------J 
Consonant feature [+nas] [+lab] 
Adapted from Goad (1996: 187) 
Second, Spencer (1986) proposes that coronal underspecification (see, e.g. 
contributions to Paradis and Prunet 1991) is the reason behind the fact that coronals are 
often the targets of consonant harmony. Underspecified coronals lack the feature 
[CORONAL] in their representations, as illustrated in (7), which makes them prime targets 
to consonant harmony. 
(7) /pi 
I 
Pl 
I 
LABIAL 
/kl 
I 
Pl 
I 
DORSAL 
It/ 
I 
Pl 
As pointed out by Goad (1997) and Rose (2000), both components of this 
approach are problematic. First, there are no independent arguments in child language for 
planar segregation, which has been primarily argued for in the analysis of 
nonconcatenative languages such as Arabic, where discontinuous morphemes are attested 
(McCarthy, 1981). Child language, however, presents no evidence for a formal 
disconnection between consonants and vowels as mentioned by Goad (1996). Second, as 
predicted by coronal underspecification, surface coronal consonants devoid of an 
underlying Coronal feature should not target other segments for consonant harmony. 
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However, there exist data in which coronals do trigger consonant harmony (see example 
(3) and Goad 1997 for discussion). 
2.3 Optimality-theoretic Accounts of English Consonant Harmony 
The original version of Optimality Theory was proposed by Prince and 
Smolensky (1993) to account for well-formedness relations observed in output forms. 
McCarthy and Prince (1995) shifted the focus ofOT and developed a framework to 
account for formal relations between input and output forms called Correspondence 
Theory. Both of these frameworks assume the basic tenet of OT that the grammar 
consists of a universal set of innate, freely-rankable and violable constraints. Language 
variation, as well as the various stages of acquisition observed in child language, can be 
accounted for by different rankings of these constraints. Within OT, two distinct analyses 
of consonant harmony are proposed and discussed. An "Alignment" approach is proposed 
by Goad ( 1997), and a "Repeat" approach is proposed by Pater ( 1997) to account for 
consonant harmony in English learning children. 
2.3.1 "Alignment" 
Goad ( 1997) proposes that children are able to perceive many more contrasts than 
they can produce, because the early rankings of phonological constraints limit their 
productions. The analysis she proposes includes the constraints PARSE AND ALIGN, 
defined in (8) and (9), respectively. 
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(8) PARSE: Elements in the underlying forms must be parsed in surface forms. 
(9) ALIGN: Some element from the underlying form is aligned with the left edge of the 
articulator domain. 
Goad ( 1997) states that English children often target coronals because of the 
constraint ranking illustrated in (10), in which constraints within curly brackets are 
unranked with respect to each other. 
( 1 0) {PARSELAB, PARSEDOR} >> {ALIGN LAB, ALIGNDOR }>> {PARSECOR} >>{ALIGN COR} 
(Adapted from Goad 1996: 195) 
PARSE PARSE ALIGN ALIGN PARSE COR ALIGN COR 
Input: dAk LAB DOR LAB DOR 
a) dAk *! 
b) dAt *! 
~ c) gAk * 
According to the above constraint ranking, Candidate c), the output candidate displaying 
velar harmony, is selected as optimal because it only violates the lowly-ranked constraint 
PARSE CORONAL; higher-ranked constraints are violated by each of the other candidates: 
Candidate b), which shows deletion of the dorsal feature, violates the highly-ranked 
PARSE DORSAL constraint while Candidate a), which fails to display velar harmony, 
violates the ALIGN DORSAL constraint. 
Goad ( 1996) proposes that, in order to reach the adult stage, in which consonant 
harmony is not attested, these constraints must be reordered. One potential problem with 
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this analysis, if used to account for cross-linguistic data, is that it does not take domain 
effects into consideration. As Rose (2000) argues, while this does not pose a problem 
with regard to the English data, this problem becomes evident through a look at French 
data, as we will see in section 3.3 
2.3.2 "Repeat" 
The "Repeat" approach, the essence of which was initially proposed by Pater 
(1996, 1997), incorporates the constraint REPEAT, which accounts for the preference for 
repeated gestures in the linguistic productions of children. 
(11) REPEAT: successive consonants must agree in place specification. 
In the grammar of children displaying consonant harmony, the REPEAT constraint 
outranks FAITHFULNESS constraints. Within the FAITHFULNESS constraints F AITHDORSAL 
and F AITHLABIAL are ranked more highly than F AITHCORONAL. 
(12) {REPEAT}>> {FAITHDOR}>> FAITHLAB}>>{FAITHCOR} (Pater 1997: 236) 
Input: dog REPEAT FAITHDOR FAITHLAB FAITHCOR 
a) d::>g *I 
b) d::>d *! 
-+ c) g::>g * 
According to the above constraint ranking, candidate c), the output candidate 
displaying velar harmony, is selected as optimal because it violates a lowly-ranked 
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constraint only. The other candidates violate constraints that are ranked higher. Candidate 
a), which shows an adult like form of the word that does not repeat any given place of 
articulation, violates the highly ranked REPEAT constraint. Candidate b), which shows a 
repeated coronal place of articulation, violates the FAITH DoRSAL constraint. 
Similar to the analysis by Goad, this analysis accounts for the English data 
without any need to make reference to prosodic domains. It simply predicts the repetition 
of a given gesture throughout an entire word. As alluded to above, however, repeated 
gestures will appear only within a given domain in the French data. In addition, the 
analysis does not predict directionality for consonant harmony. (For a more recent 
account of directionality see Pater and Werle 2003). Finally, Pater (1996) suggests that 
the REPEAT constraint must disappear in order to produce adult-like forms. This also 
poses a theoretical problem because, within standard approaches toOT, constraints 
cannot be added to, or removed from, the grammar. 
2.4 Interim Summary 
The literature on consonant harmony in English-learning children thus provides 
evidence that consonant harmony occurs in both eve and evev words, most 
commonly with dorsal and labial consonants acting as triggers and coronals acting as the 
target undergoing the assimilation. As we will see in the next sections, however, other 
languages contradict this generalization, thereby posing additional problems for the 
accounts discussed above. 
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3. Patterns of Consonant Harmony in French 
In the data from one French-learning child documented in Rose (2000) and Rose 
and dos Santos (to appear), there is evidence for differences in the behaviors of words 
with different shapes. As exemplified in (10), consonant harmony is attested in CVCV 
words. In CVC words, however, we observe non-harmonized forms in addition to some 
cases of place feature metathesis. 
(13) Consonant harmony and metathesis in French: eve VS. cvcv word shapes (Rose 
2000: 171-173; Rose and dos Santos to appear: 12) 
Harmony Word Target Child's Word Directionality Gloss 
Type IPA Production Shape 
No _goutte [gut] [gut] eve fa) dro_l) 
Harmony dame [dam] [dam] eve lady 
Metathesis sac [sak] [katJ] eve bag 
tigre [tsig] [ki:n] eve tiger 
Dorsal du caca [dyka'ka] [geke'ka] cvcv regressive some poop 
dragon [diS'a'g5] [ge:'g5] cvcv regressive dragon 
Coronal couleur [kulreiS'] [tu1rew] cvcv regressive (a) color 
gateau [gato] [treto] cvcv regressive cake 
Labial capable [kapab] [pre_IJ_reb] cvcv regressive capable 
Gaspard [gaspaiS'] [bapre:] cvcv regressive Gaspard 
Focusing on CVC words, we can see that in the target form of the word "goutte" [gut], 
adult-like consonants /g/ and /tl are produced by the child. As opposed to this, the initial 
coronal consonant /s/ and the final velar consonant /k/ of the word sac /saki 'bag' are 
reversed in order and produced by the child as [katJ]. All of these forms contrast with the 
input CVCV forms presenting similar sequences of articulators, which do display 
consonant harmony. Furthermore, unlike the English examples previously discussed, we 
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find cases of coronal harmony in addition to labial harmony. In the word "gateau" /gato/, 
the coronality of the It/ assimilates the velarity of the /g/ producing the form [treto]. 
Labial harmony can be observed in the word "capable" /kapab/ where the labiality of the 
word medial/pi harmonizes the dorsality of the work initiallk/ producing a form 
[prepreb]. 
3.1 Prosodic Licensing: Optimality-theoretic Account of French Consonant 
Harmony and Metathesis 
In order to account for the French data, Rose (2000) proposed an OT -based 
analysis of consonant harmony and metathesis. As seen above, and unlike what was 
observed in the English data, there exist differences in the production strategies affecting 
French eve versus evev words. Assuming that word-final consonants are syllabified 
by the child as onsets of empty-headed syllables (e.g. Goad and Brannen 2003, Piggott 
2000), Rose (2000) argues that differences observed between English and French can be 
accounted for through the differences in foot structure between the two languages. As 
illustrated in (14a), in English, the final consonant in a eve word is part of the foot. In 
(14b) we see that in French, the final consonant in a eve word is extra-prosodic i.e. 
outside of the foot domain. 
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(14) a) English (trochaic) CVC0 b) French (iambic) CVC0 
Pwd Pwd 
I 
Foot 
~ Fo~ 
0' 0' 0' 0' 
c~~ c1~ 
According to Rose (2000), an analysis relying on the notion of prosodic licensing, 
making direct reference to both consonants' place of articulations and to formal aspects 
of prosodic constituency, combined with variable rankings of place feature faithfulness 
constraints, are central to the characterization of consonant harmony. Rose posits 
licensing relations as proposed by Ito (1986) on the realizations of the place features in 
the head of some prosodic constituent, in this case the foot. The foot licensing and Max 
constraints utilized by Rose (2000) are as follows: 
(15) Lic(X, Ft): X must be licensed by the head of the foot; where X may be Labial, 
Coronal or Dorsal. 
(16) MAx(X): every input feature X has an output correspondent; where X may be 
Labial, Coronal, or Dorsal. 
The interaction of these constraints is illustrated in ( 17) with the account of the 
coronal harmony pattern observed in the data. 
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(17) Prosodic licensing in French consonant harmony (Rose 2000: 209) 
MA.x(Lab) LIC LIC MAx( Cor) MA.x(Dor) Lie 
Input: gato (Dor,Ft) (Cor, Ft) (Lab, Ft) 
a) greto *! 
b) greko *! 
-+ c) dreto * 
According to the above constraint ranking, candidate c), the output candidate 
showing coronal harmony, is selected as optimal because it only violates the lowly-
ranked MA.x(Dorsal) constraint. The other candidates violate higher-ranked constraints. 
Candidate a), which represents an adult like form, violates the highly-ranked 
LICENSE(Dorsal, Foot) constraint. Candidate b) displays velar harmony, which violates 
the MAx( Coronal) constraint. 
Rose (2000) proposes that consonant harmony is present when the child's 
grammar gives precedence to the LICENSE constraints and consonant harmony does not 
appear (i.e. here eve forms) when the child's grammar favors the MAx constraints. 
Finally, Rose (2000) demonstrates that his analysis can be applied equally well to English 
data from the works of Smith (1973) and Pater (1996). 
One potential problem with this analysis is pointed out by Brulard and Carr 
(2002), who state that there is no single prosodic feature which can drive consonant 
harmony for all children cross-linguistically. These authors claim that consonant 
harmony may arise from a series of different factors such as syllable or word shape, 
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repertoire, templates, and selection of target word. Their claim receives additional 
support below. 
3.2 Interim discussion 
As I alluded to above, the analyses based on evidence from English fail to account 
for the French data. First of all, there are several examples in Rose (2000) where coronals 
trigger consonant harmony affecting velars (see examples of coronal harmony in (13)). 
This contradicts all approaches based on coronal underspecification, since consonants 
without place features cannot trigger consonant harmony. 
In addition, analyses based solely on constraints (the Align and the Repeat 
analyses) are problematic with regard to the French data. Indeed, these analyses make no 
reference to word shape effects. In the underspecification analysis the primary cause of 
harmony is the lack of coronal feature, which would apply regardless of prosodic domain. 
Note however that in the OT -based approaches of Goad (1997) and Pater (1996), 
constraints could likely be adapted to make similar references to formal aspects of 
prosodic constituency as those proposed by Rose (2000). Finally, and most importantly in 
the context of this thesis, none of the analyses discussed thus far can account for the 
evidence observed in Dutch-learning children, to which we tum in the next section. 
4. Patterns of Consonant Harmony in Dutch 
As we will see in this section, Levelt (1993, 1994, 1996) and Fikkert and Levelt 
(2004, 2006) examine the Dutch data in a way that clearly departs from the spirits of the 
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analyses reviewed thus far. First, in (18), we can observe some examples representative 
of the Dutch data, which Leve1t (1993, 1994) labels as 'apparent' cases of consonant 
harmony. 
(18) Apparent Dutch consonant harmony (Levelt 1993: 41-44) 
Harmony Word Target Child's Word Directionality Gloss 
T_ype Form output Shape 
Labial poes [pus] [puf] eve progressive cat 
boek [buk] [pup] eve regressive book 
Coronal muts [m:uts] [tyts] eve regressive cap 
vis [VIS] [SIS] eve re_gressive fish 
Dorsal vogel [voxd1] [xoxo] cvcv regressive bird 
pelikaan [pelikan] [kaiJ] eve progressive pelican 
In (18), we can see examples of 'apparent' labial, coronal and velar harmony. In 
the word 'poes' the word final coronal consonant /s/ assimilates to the labiality of the 
word initial /p/ producing the form [put]. In the word 'vis' the word initial labial 
consonant /v/ assimilates to the coronality ofthe word final /s/ producing the form [sis]. 
Finally, in the word 'vogel' the word initial labial consonant /v/ is assimilated to the 
dorsality of the word medial consonant lxl producing the form [xoxo]. 
4.1 Partial Lexical Specification 
Levelt (1993, 1994, 1996) and Fikkert and Levelt (2004, 2006) observe 
frequently-occuring interactions between consonants and vowels in the early productions 
of Dutch learners. They propose that the apparent interactions between consonants and 
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vowels come from a partial specification2 of lexical items in the developing lexicon. That 
is, the feature sharing effects observed in the forms comes from an incomplete featural 
representation of early lexical entries. For example, they argue that a [Cor+i+Cor] word 
is represented with a unique place feature, Coronal (see (19) below). Harmony in this and 
similar cases, therefore, does not result from an interaction between non-adjacent 
consonants. It follows from their argument that the process labeled as consonant harmony 
can in fact be an epiphenomenon of partial (incomplete) feature specification in words 
which yields an apparent interaction between adjacent consonants and vowels. This 
proposal was originally developed by Levelt (1993, 1994, 1996), and was subsequently 
expanded by Fikkert and Levelt (2004, 2006). According to Fikkert and Levelt (2006), 
the wordprik, could be lexically represented as shown in (19). 
(19) Incomplete lexical representation (Fikkert and Levelt 2006: 19) 
prik (injection) 
Adult output: [pnk] 
Child's lexical representation: C I C 
Cor 
Typical Production: [tit] 
As we can see in (19), the word is represented as a CVC string associated with a single 
place feature. This configuration yields a coronal-harmonized form in the child's output. 
2 Partial specification has a much larger scope than that of the idea discussed here, where it is used to refer 
to the projection of a single place of articulation onto the prosodic word. 
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For the purpose of investigating the apparent C-V identity, Levelt (1994) assumes 
that [-back] vowels are coronal, [+back] vowels are dorsal, and that [+round] vowels are 
labial. Additional examples of the effects of the sharing of these features are provided in 
(20) below. 
(20) C-V identity: additional examples (Levelt 1996: 237) 
Shared Word Target Form Child's Word Directionality Gloss 
Feature output Shape 
Dorsal poes [pus] [kus] eve regressive cat 
potlood [p::>t,lot] [b::>k,hout] eve progressive pencil 
Coronal kip [lap] [tip] eve regressive chicken 
kijk [keik] [ket] eve progressive look 
Labial hond [h::>nt] [h::>f] eve progressive dog_ 
do en [dun] [dum] eve progr_essive do 
According to Levelt's analysis of some examples in (20), the /p/ of /pus/ 
assimilates to the dorsality of the lui and becomes [kus]. The /kl of /lap/ similarly 
assimilates to the coronality of the II/ producing the form [tip]. Finally, the In! of /dun/ 
assimilates to the labiality of the lui producing the form [dum]. Notice that given the 
system of features used by Levelt, the exact same vowels may accommodate harmony 
based on different places of articulation. For example /ul may share its dorsal feature 
[+back] (/pus/- [kus]) or its labial feature [+round] (/dun/- [dum]) with a consonant. 
This analysis, however, is problematic, primarily because it cannot apply to the 
English and French data discussed in sections 3.1 and 3.3. First, as Rose (2000) shows, 
consonant harmony in these languages applies across vowels that do not necessarily share 
the harmonizing feature, as exemplified in (21). 
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(21) Consonant hannony without C-V identity (Rose 2000: 221) 
Harmony Word Target Child's Language Gloss 
Type form output 
Dorsal big [big] [gig] English big 
Labial chapeau [Japo] [prepo] French hat 
Coronal couleur [kulreK] [tulrew] French color 
In the data presented in (21) there is velar harmony where the intervening vowel is a front 
(coronal) vowel, labial harmony where the intervening vowel is a low central vowel, and 
coronal harmony where the intervening vowel is a back rounded vowel, which may be 
considered dorsal and/or labial but certainly not coronal. In these examples, it is not the 
case that consonant place feature assimilation is an epiphenomenon of partial 
specification which results in C-V identity. 
Second, there are very few quantitative data presented in Levelt (1993, 1994, 
1996) and Fikkert and Levelt (2004, 2006). This prevents a full assessment of the 
representativity of the proposal and of the variability within the data. 
Finally, while Levelt (1993, 1994, 1996) and Fikkert and Levelt (2004, 2006) 
address aspects of the phonological properties of the target forms attempted by the 
children, most of their focus is on the actual productions. In addition, their focus on place 
of articulation tackles the core of the question; however, information about manner of 
articulation is not addressed. Literature on consonant harmony reveals that manner may 
play a role in the realization of consonant harmony, as was seen in the examples in (1) 
through (3) at the beginning of this chapter. 
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5. Discussion 
In most child languages, consonant harmony occurs between primary place of 
articulations. However, patterns of child consonant harmony appear to differ across 
languages. English, French and Dutch consonant harmony have been analyzed in 
sometimes radically different ways. None of the accounts proposed can encompass all 
three of the languages as they have been documented thus far. The analyses discussed 
above in fact suggest that there exist different driving forces behind consonant harmony 
cross-linguistically. 
Rose (2000) pointed out that differences between English and French data can be 
prosodically motivated. One would expect Dutch to behave similarly to English because 
both languages are similar in their prosodic structure. However, the Dutch data are 
compiled in such a way that may make them appear to be at odds with the English and 
French data. The English, French and Dutch data would have to be compiled in such a 
way that makes them comparable in order to draw cross-linguistic generalizations. 
Because only a portion of the Dutch data is reported in the literature, these data 
must be recompiled and, whenever relevant, be reanalyzed based on the new compilation. 
In order to take into consideration factors such as feature co-occurrence restrictions or 
positional effects, this analysis should also include an examination of aspects such as the 
shape of target forms and factors related to manner of articulation. Finally, quantitative 
data must be provided, in order to assess the representativity of the patterns found. These 
observations constitute the starting point of the current investigation. 
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6. Methodology 
In order to address these issues, I looked at individual case studies of two of the 
children (Jarmo and Eva) whose productions were examined in the original study of 
consonant harmony in Dutch by Levelt ( 1994). The longitudinal, developmental data 
were obtained by Fikkert and Levelt during recording sessions every other week for a 
period of approximately one year. During this time Jarmo ranged in age from 1 ;04.18 to 
2;04.01, and Eva ranged from 1;04.12 to 1;11.08. My investigation was primarily data-
oriented and required a complete recompilation of these children's data and a subsequent 
reanalysis based on the new compilations. This corpus of Dutch-learning children is 
available publicly on the CHJLDES website (http://childes.psy.cmu.edu/). The data was 
extracted from the CHILDES database and compiled into a NeoOffice 1.2 (OpenOffice) 
spreadsheet. This method allowed visual comparisons and data sorting via several 
criteria. These criteria included the record number; the child's age; orthography; IPA 
trigger and IP A target; word shape; production strategies which are present; and notes. I 
looked at the data from from both qualitative and quantitative perspectives in order to 
provide a representative account of production strategies emerging in the children's 
outputs. Recompi1ation of the Dutch data was performed in a way such that these data 
could be systematically compared with the English and French data available in the 
literature. 
Patterns of apparent consonant harmony observed constitute the starting point of 
the study. First, I addressed each of the cases of apparent consonant harmony from the 
perspective of the place of articulation of the consonants targeted by the harmonizing 
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processes. All the words in these utterances were coded for their place of articulation 
structure in the following way: labial consonants were represented by P, coronal 
consonants by T, and dorsal consonants by K. Back rounded (labial) vowels were 
represented by U, front (coronal) rounded and unrounded vowels by I, and back 
unrounded and low (dorsal) vowels by A. I then examined all attempted cases of these 
targeted segments, in order to determine the extent to which the production strategies 
yielding harmony could affect these consonants, even in output forms that did not display 
harmony. At each step of this investigation, quantitative data were also collected in order 
to report on the representativity of the qualitative assessments. In other words, I 
characterized each production strategy identified from the perspective of the types of 
consonants it targeted, and characterized each target consonant type from the perspective 
of the production strategies affecting it. Each production strategy was then analyzed as 
being an inherently harmonizing process or as being a harmonizing process by accident, 
due to other independent factors involved. Finally, throughout the investigation, I 
discussed the proportion of the forms showing C-V identity, keeping in mind a potential 
role for partial specification, under the expectation that it should manifest itself in early 
word productions. As we will see, some of the patterns of apparent consonant harmony 
extend well beyond what should be considered an initial stage of partial lexical 
specification, thereby posing a challenge to Fikkert and Levelt's hypothesis. In Chapters 
3 and 4, details will be provided about developmental stages wherever necessary. 
The method of recompilation in this investigation allowed systematic 
characterizations of similarities and differences in apparent patterns of consonant 
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harmony, thereby setting the first steps toward a formal typology of consonant harmony 
in child language based on a unified data compilation. This was especially necessary 
since the English and French data discussed in depth in Rose 2000 and Pater and Werle 
2003, are already compiled in a similar way. 
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Chapter 3 - Jarmo: A Case Study 
1. Introduction 
In this chapter, I discuss the patterns found in Janna's data that result in 
consonant-harmonized forms. As we will see, these harmonized forms emerge from a 
number of independent processes, all of which shed light on aspects of the child's 
developing phonological system. I first provide a general picture of the apparent cases of 
consonant harmony and later provide a more detailed characterization of the factors 
conditioning these harmonized cases. 
The chapter is organized as follows. In section 2, I provide a general classification 
of apparent cases of harmony, breaking down these cases into each consonantal and 
vocalic context involved. In section 3, I provide a more in-depth discussion of each 
general pattern of harmony, focusing primarily on the consonants that are targeted by the 
harmonizing processes. Shifting the focus on these harmonizing processes, I discuss, in 
Section 4, how each of them results in, or contributes to the labial-, coronal- and dorsal-
harmonized forms found in the corpus. Finally, in section 5, I conclude the chapter by 
summarizing the main observations made throughout the chapter. 
2. Apparent Cases of CH in Jarmo's Productions: An Overview 
In this section, I provide a general overview of the apparent cases of CH found in 
Janna's productions. Note that this classification, whose primary goal is not to test or 
replicate the studies by Levelt (1993, 1994, 1997) and Fikkert and Levelt (2004, 2006) 
but rather to provide a starting point for the general discussion, is perfonned irrespective 
of age or developmental stages. (Recall that the hypothesis of partial specification laid 
out in the relevant works by Levelt and Fikkert focuses primarily on early developmental 
stages.) The table in (1) provides the general distribution of the harmonized forms in the 
corpus where a single letter represents the place of articulation of the corresponding 
consonant or vowel. 
( 1) Distribution of Apparent CH 
a. Apparent labial harmony 64 
PIP 7 11% 
PAP 18 28% 
PUP 39 61% 
b. Apparent coronal harmony 147 
TIT 112 68% 
TAT 25 17% 
TUT 10 7% 
c. Apparent dorsal harmony 48 
DID 7 15% 
DAD 21 44% 
DUD 20 42% 
Total cases of apparent consonant harmony 237 
On the face of it, no immediate generalizations can be made. However, the cases of 
apparent CH presented in ( 1) appear to be unevenly distributed across vowels. For 
example, there are 112 cases of apparent coronal harmony in the environment of a front 
vowel, which accounts for 68% of the coronal-harmonized data. Such cases would be 
predicted under any explanation allowing for place feature sharing between consonants 
and vowels. However, I will demonstrate later that the relation between coronal 
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consonants and front vowels suggested by these examples actually arises from an 
independent process of segmental substitution targeting labial continuants which, 
coincidentally, is attested with a high number of words in which the vowel adjacent to the 
substituted consonant is front (coronal). The basic source of the coronal harmony process 
thus relates to the fate of labial continuants which, as we will see, are generally 
problematic in Jarmo's productions. 
Observations such as these will be made in the next section, where each of the 
apparent harmony cases is broken down in a way that will enable the identification of the 
causes underlying the harmonized forms produced by Jarmo. 
3. Apparent Cases of CH: A Closer Look 
In this section, I address each pattern of harmony from the perspective of the 
consonants targeted by the substitutions. As we will see, this novel perspective on the 
Dutch data will uncover a series of production strategies which, when combined, provide 
a strong predictor for the harmonies observed. For the sake of clarity, I provide a 
breakdown of the affected manners of articulation for each major place of articulation 
that acts as a substitute in the data. I begin with the table in (2), which provides a 
breakdown of the affected consonants that result in apparent labial harmony. 
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(2) Apparent labial harmony 
Number of cases 64 
Affecting coronals 56 m 38 59% 
Stops 15 23% 
Continuants 3 5% 
Affecting velars 7 Stops 4 6% 
Continuants 3 5% 
Other 1 1 2% 
Out of the 64 cases of apparent labial harmony found, 38 (59%) affect the coronal lateral 
[1]. However, the apparent prominence of this pattern can for the most part be explained 
by the high frequency of some target forms in the data. Specifically, of the 38 cases 
where [1] becomes a labial, 14 originate from the target word Paula ['paula] produced as 
[,pau'ua], nine from the target word hal ['ba1] which surfaces as ['bau], and four 
examples where ['apdl] is realized as ['?ap::>w]. Some examples from the 11 remaining 
cases of labial harmony are provided in (3). 
(3) Labial harmony affecting laterals3 
Ortho 
slapen 
kameel 
bellen 
lepel 
schommel 
IPA Target 
['slapd] 
[,ka'me1] 
['beldn] 
['le!Jdl] 
['sx::>mdl] 
IPA Actual 
['papd] 
['meuw] 
['bam] 
['depow] 
['homow] 
Age 
01;10.23 
02;03.09 
02;02.06 
02;02.06 
02;02.06 
As these examples suggest, labial harmony can target laterals in a variety of phonological 
contexts. More generally, we must keep in mind, as mentioned above, that few other 
3 All examples provided will be presented in tables with this same format but will avoid column headers. 
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types of coronals or consonants with other places of articulation are targeted by labial 
assimilation. 
Turning now to cases of apparent coronal harmony, we can observe in ( 4) that the 
vast majority ofthe cases found affect target labial segments (110 out of 147; 75%). 
( 4) Apparent coronal harmony 
Number of cases 147 
Affecting labials 110 Continuants 71 48% 
Stops 39 27% 
Affecting velars 36 Continuants 22 15% 
Stops 14 10% 
Other 1 1 1% 
A closer look at the compilation in (4) reveals that approximately half(48%) ofthe 
apparent cases of coronal harmony affect labial continuants. An additional39 cases 
(27%) affect labial stops. As opposed to these, velar consonants seem to be more 
marginally targeted by the harmonizing process (25% in total).4 Similar to the apparent 
cases of labial harmony, we observe here again that the harmonizing process mostly 
targets a specific natural class, this time, that of labial continuants. 
Finally, I provide a breakdown of the apparent cases of dorsal harmony in (5). 
4 The difference between the respective contributions of labial versus velar consonants to cases of coronal 
harmony may in fact be an artifact of frequency in Dutch. Indeed, as reported by van de Weijer ( 1998), 
labial consonants occur almost twice as frequently as velar consonants in the language (22% versus 12%). 
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( 5) Apparent dorsal harmony 
Number of cases 48 
Affecting labials 20 Stops 12 25% 
Continuants 8 17% 
Affecting coronals 28 Stops 21 44% 
Continuants 7 15% 
Again here, we can see that harmony arises from consonants with a specific manner of 
articulation for the most part, that of stops, leaving continuants largely untouched, except 
for a few cases which appear to be marginal. 
From the breakdowns presented in (2), (4), and (5), we can see that each type of 
harmony results from production strategies affecting special types of targets. I now move 
to a discussion of these patterns resulting in consonant harmony, this time focusing on the 
consonants' places of articulation. 
4. Production Strategies Resulting in Apparent Consonant Harmony 
In this section, I characterize in further detail the sources of the apparent cases of 
consonant harmony through discussing the behavior of each of the segments identified as 
targets in the preceding section. It is from this investigation that some of the causes 
underlying the harmony patterns identified above will emerge. Beginning with labial 
consonants, which are targeted mostly by production strategies resulting in coronal 
harmony in ( 4), I examine first their behavior in onset position. 
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4.1 Production Strategies Affecting Labials 
In this section, I will describe in more detail the behavior of labial consonants. 
This discussion will focus on labials in onsets only. This focus is determined by the fact 
that labials in codas are in fact rare in Dutch. Indeed, as reported by van de Weijer 
( 1998), labials account for only about 12% of all codas in Dutch. Because of this, only a 
few attempts at labials in codas can be found in Jarmo's data. No conclusion can be 
drawn from these data. However, I do discuss these data in section 6.2, in relation to the 
behavior of 1abials in onsets. 
As we can see in ( 6), 828 labials are attempted in onsets in the data collected from 
Jarmo. Of these 828 cases, 599 are labial stops [p, b, m]; the other 229 cases are labial 
continuants [f, v, u, w]. 
(6) Distribution of labial onsets in Jarmo's attempted forms 
Attempted labial onsets 828 
Labial stops 599 I Labial continuants 229 
I first discuss the behavior of the labial stops in the next section. As we will see, 
these consonants are generally produced in a target-like fashion by Jarmo, except during 
a small period of time when they appear to undergo a process of coronal harmony. 
4.1.1 Labial Stops in Onsets 
Labial stops in Jarmo's onsets are generally unproblematic. This can be seen from 
the breakdown provided in (7). 
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(7) Behavior of labial stops in Jarmo's onsets 
Attempted forms 599 
Target-like 480 80% 
Coronal harmony 30 5% 
Coronal substitution 16 3% 
Dorsal substitutions 18 3% 
Other 55 9% 
Out of the 599 labial stops attempted in onsets, 480 (80%) are produced as target-
like. Of these 480 target-like forms, 400 appear on or after age 1;09.09 (in the last seven 
months ofthe corpus). The table in (8) provides some representative examples of Jarmo's 
target-like productions of labial stops. I do not concern myself here with issues that 
pertain to voicing distinctions. 
(8) Target-like labial stop onsets 
bedje 
schildpad 
Paula 
bad 
poesjes 
hoek 
bootje water 
['bet]d] 
['sxtLpat] 
['paula] 
['bat] 
['puJds] 
['buk] 
['bot]d 'uatdJ] 
['pefe] 
[?d'padt] 
[.pau'ua] 
['bop] 
['pufus] 
['buk] 
['bo:Jd 'latd] 
02;02.27 
01;11.20 
02;00.04 
01;09.23 
02;03.09 
02;03.09 
02;03.09 
Another pattern is that of coronal substitution affecting 16 labial stops in onsets. 
These substitutions are attested between the relatively late ages of 1;10.23 and 2;03.09. 
These cases result in eight of the 64 cases (13%) of coronal-harmonized forms. Ofthese 
eight cases of apparent coronal harmony, six (7 5%) display C-V identity. 
In contrast to these, many of the other labial stops that are not produced as target-
like are found in Jarmo's earlier recorded examples. From these other non-target-like 
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data, no clear tendency could be identified, except for one related to a process of coronal 
harmony. 30 ( 5%) of the attempted labial stops in onsets display this pattern. While this 
number may appear at first glance to be insignificant, a concentration of these examples 
is found during a relatively short time interval, which appears to result from a true 
process of consonant harmony. I discuss these examples further in section 5. 
In the following section, I discuss the fate of labial continuants in onsets. As we 
saw in (4), a large number of these consonants are found in target forms that are produced 
as coronal-harmonized. Taking this as a starting point, I demonstrate that these examples 
in fact result from a process of coronal substitution. Extending my data coverage to all 
target labial continuants, I also discuss additional patterns affecting these consonants. 
4.1.2 Labial Continuants in Onsets 
In this section, I discuss the behavior of labial continuants. I demonstrate that 
these consonants are affected by a general production problem, which results in two main 
production strategies, namely coronal substitution and consonant debuccalization. 
Coronal substitution is defined here as a process of segmental substitution which occurs 
independently of the presence or not of another coronal consonant in the word or of the 
phonetic make-up of the vowel adjacent to the substituted consonant. Consonant 
debuccalization is defined as the process by which a consonant loses its supralaryngeal 
articulator and is realized as the laryngeal /hi or/?/ (Clements: 1985). The table in (9) 
provides a breakdown of coping strategies used by the child for target words with a labial 
continuants in onsets. 
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(9) Distribution of labial continuants in onsets 
Attempted forms 229 
Target-like 44 19% 
Coronal substitution 98 43% 
Debuccalization 34 15% 
Stopping 22 10% 
Velar substitution 11 5% 
Other 19 8% 
Out of the 229 attempted words with a labial continuant in onset position, only 44 
(19%) of are realized as target-like. Of these 44 target-like forms 42 (95%) appear on or 
after the age of 1;09.09 (i.e. during the last seven months of recorded data). The table in 
(10) provides examples of Jarmo's target-like productions of labial continuants. 
(10) Target-like productions oflabial continuants in onset 
.fiets ['fits] ['fJ.~] 01;09.23 
vogel ['voxdl] ['foxo] 01;10.23 
Willy ['utli] ['u~1i] 01;11.06 
visjes ['vtJds] ['ftS}ts] 
~" 
02;00.04 
varkens ['varkdns] ['fakjds] 02;00.28 
vasthouden ['vas~haudd] ['fas~hauud] 02;01.08 
vinger ['Vll]dr] ['fti]O.] 02;02.27 
weg ['vex] ['vex] 02;03.09 
In 98 of the 229 attempted forms (43%), a coronal is substituted in place of the 
labial continuant. The table in ( 11) provides representative examples of coronal 
substitution. 
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(11) Coronal substitution of labial continuants in onset 
vis ['vts] ['~if.] 01;09.09 
fiets ['fits] ['ttt] 02;00.28 
vinger ['vupr] ['SLI]g] 02;03.09 
weg ['uexl ['lex] 02;03.09 
olifant ['ol~fant] ['to taut] 02;01.22 
gevallen [Xg'valgn] ['sglH] 02;04.01 
vos ['vos] [so'?os] 02;03.09 
bootje water ['bot}g 'uatg1] ['bo:Jg 'latg] 02;03.09 
dit is vogel ['dtt 'ts 'voxgl] ['fls 'toxo] 02;00.04 
This data sample appears to partially support the hypothesis that the coronal substitutions 
observed in Jarmo' s data come from partial specification. Out of the 98 cases of coronal 
substitutions affecting labial continuants, 69 result in coronal-harmonized forms, which 
account for 47% of the 147 cases of apparent coronal harmony attested in the corpus. 54 
of these 69 coronal-harmonized forms display C-V identity. However, it must also be 
noted that 25 of these cases can be attributed to a single word, Willy [ wili] which is 
generally realized as [lili]. While there is still a relatively high proportion of examples 
showing C-V identity even after these examples are excluded from consideration, the 
trend observed in these data loses much of its significance when one considers the fate of 
other labial continuants in onsets that do not undergo coronal substitution. 
Indeed, in addition to coronal substitution, debuccalization also emerges as a 
prominent production strategy for labial continuant onsets in 34 ( 15%) of the 229 
attempted forms. The table in (12) illustrates representative examples of this production 
strategy. 
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(12) Debuccalization oflabial continuants in onset 
televisie Ltel;;)'visi] [.§e'hisi] 02;03.09 
wipwap ['utp,uap] ['htp/la] 02;01.08 
visje t'vtfg] ['?iS}g] 01;09.09 
weg [uexl ['?ex] 02;00.04 
willy [1Jtli] ['hili] 01;10.09 
.fiets ['fits] ['?if.] 01;09.23 
wassen [UGS;;)n] ['ha§:u] 02;00.04 
vogel ['voxgl] ['hoxoii] 01;10.23 
vogel ['voxgl] ['?oxol 02;00.28 
tafel ['tafgl] ['tah~] 01;10.23 
It is evident from these examples that debuccalization occurs regardless of the 
quality of the adjacent vowel. As we can see, this strategy occurs as much with front 
vowels as with other types of vowels. We can deduce from this observation that both 
coronal substitution and debuccalization are used as production strategies to avoid labial 
continuants. Also, the fact that coronal substitution appears as the most prominent 
pronunciation strategy raises the issue as to why coronals behave as a default consonant 
in Jarmo's phonology. I will return to this issue in chapter 5. 
Since the labial stops attempted by Jarmo are largely unproblematic (save the 
process of coronal harmony noted in section 4.1.1 above and further discussed in section 
5 below), I attribute the patterns illustrated in (11) and (12) to the continuancy of the 
labials attempted by Jarmo. This hypothesis is further supported by another coping 
strategy used by the child, that of stopping. Albeit appearing less frequently, this 
production strategy is still found in 22 of the 229 attempted forms where the labial 
continuants become labial stops. The table in (13) lists representative examples of 
stopping produced by Jarmo. 
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( 13) Stopping of labial continuants 
wipwap 
Willy doen 
water bootje 
fietsen 
rijstwafel 
voetjes 
['utp,uap] 
['utli 'dun] 
['uat~r 'botj~] 
['fits~n] 
['reis~uaf~l] 
['vutj~s] 
['ptpa] 
['hili 'slu] 
['ba§~ 'bo I~] 
[piJ.] 
['lei§~,uapoii] 
['puces] 
02;00.04 
02;02.06 
02;03.09 
01;11.20 
02;02.27 
02;00.28 
In sum, the data covered in this section illustrate a general production problem 
when labial continuants are attempted in onset position. This problem is solved through 
three main production strategies, namely coronal substitution, debuccalization, and 
stopping. These strategies alone account for 68% of the overall data, and for 83% of all 
the cases of non-target-like production oflabial continuants in onset. In addition, when 
factors such as lexical effects are taken into consideration, all of these patterns occur 
irrespective of the place feature of the adjacent vowel. In chapter 5, I will argue that the 
selection of a coronal as the substitute (default) consonant is reflective of the special 
unmarked nature of coronals both universally and within the Dutch language. In this 
context, debuccalization also appears as neutralization to a default status, namely through 
removal of all place features from the representation (e.g. Clements and Hume 1995, Rice 
1996). 
In the next section, I continue my discussion of apparent cases of consonant 
harmony by discussing the fate of target velars. 
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4.2 Production Strategies Affecting Velars 
Several production strategies affect target velar segments. Velar segments can be 
divided into two groups based on their position within the syllable. I provide a 
distribution of these segments in (14). 
(14) Distribution of velar segments in Jarmo's attempted forms 
V elars in onsets 492 V elars in codas 23 7 
I first examine the coping strategies affecting velars in onset position in the next 
subsection. 
4.2.1 Velars in Onsets 
Velar segments in onsets are largely unproblematic for Jarmo from the 
perspective of all attempted forms. However, significant patterns of apparent harmony 
result from production strategies targeting these segments. I provide a distribution of 
strategies affecting velars in onsets in ( 15). 
(15) Distribution ofvelars in onsets 
Attempted forms 492 
Target-like 357 73% 
Coronal substitution 62 13% 
Deletion 23 5% 
Debuccalization 18 4% 
Labial substitution 11 2% 
Other 21 4% 
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As can be seen from the above compilation, the attempted velars in onsets are target-like 
in 357 (73%) of the 492 cases attempted. I provide representative target-like productions 
in (16). 
(16) Target-like velars in onsets 
klaar ['kla.r] ['~a:] 01;05.27 
kijken ['keik~] ['keik] 01;06.13 
kikker ['ktk~l] ['kika] 01;09.23 
draaien ['dRaj~n] ('Reij~] 01;10.09 
klok klok ['kl:Jk ,kl:Jk] ['k:Jk ,k:Jk] 01;10.09 
koekje ['kukj~] ['kJu] 01;10.09 
kousje ['kausj;;)] ['kaisja] 01;10.09 
brokje ['bR:Jkj;;)] ['bj:JkJ~] 02;02.06 
In spite of the seemingly unproblematic nature of these consonants, a noticeable 
pattern of coronal substitution also emerges, sometimes resulting in coronal-harmonized 
outputs. I illustrate some of these cases in ( 17). 
( 17) Coronal substitutions affecting velars in onsets 
kijk eens ['ke~k~ns] ['kdjts] 02;00.28 
kleien ['kldj~] ['tdn~] 02;00.28 
rijden ('Reid;;) ('R£ij;;))] ['leij~] 02;01.08 
sturen ['styR;;)] ['tyj~] 02;02.27 
daar op ['daR:Jp] ['dab] 02;04.01 
kip ['ktp] ['ttp] 02;02.27 
Kokkie ['k:Jki] ['k:Jli] 02;03.09 
giraf [3ji'Raf] ['taph] 02;01.22 
Coronal substitutions affect 62 velars in onsets. From these 62 cases, 33 result in coronal-
harmonized forms. 25 of these 33 coronal-harmonized forms also display C-V identity. 
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While this evidence appears to support a partial specification hypothesis, I argue, in 
Chapter 5, that the harmonizing effects seen with coronal vowels and consonants in the 
Dutch data in fact result from the frequent occurrence of these segments in the language. 
Coronal is not the only substituting feature targeting velars; cases of labial 
substitution are also attested in the data. These cases appear in the larger picture to be 
rather marginal. However, these cases account for some of the labial-harmonized forms 
reported in (1). Labial substitution is present in 11 of the attempted velars in onsets. Of 
these 11 cases, three result in labial-harmonized forms. All three of these cases display C-
V identity. Note however that the examples all appear on or after the age of 1; 11.06. As 
such, they cannot support a partial specification hypothesis, which should in principle 
hold only during the child's early productions, that is, at a time when lexical 
representations are not fully specified in the lexicon. 
I turn now to a discussion of the production strategies affecting velars in codas. 
4.2.2 Velars in Codas 
Velars in codas, unlike velars in onsets, appear to be much more problematic. To 
illustrate this point, I first provide a distribution of production strategies affecting 
attempted velars in codas in (18). 
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(18) Distribution ofvelars in codas 
Attempted forms 237 
Target-like 90 38% 
Deletion 112 47% 
Become onsets 12 5% 
Labial substitution 10 4% 
Coronal substitution 5 2% 
Other 8 3% 
As is evident from (18), only 90 (38%) of the attempted velars in coda position are 
produced in a target-like fashion by the child. I illustrate some of these target-like 
examples in (19). 
(19) Target-like velars in codas 
hoek ['buk] ['buk] 01;10.23 
klok ['kbk] ['kJk] 01;10.23 
kijk ['keik] ['kak] 01;11.20 
tiktak ['ttk,tak] ['ttktak] 01 ;11.20 
oog ['ox] ['?ok] 02;00.04 
ook ['ok] ['?ok] 02;00.04 
weg Paula ['vex 'paula] ['vex 'po·la:] 02;02.06 
A process of segmental deletion affects 112 ( 4 7%) of J armo' s attempted velars in 
codas. I list representative examples of this pattern in (20). 
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(20) Segmental deletion affecting velars in codas 
tok tok tok 
hier 
vliegtuig 
daag 
die oak beer 
hert 
kijk 
['t::>k ,t::>k ,t::>k] 
('hiR] 
['vlix,tceyx] 
['daaxl 
['di '?ok 'be1] 
['heRt] 
['keik] 
['ta:~,da,da] 
['?t~] 
['tita] 
['gao] 
['di '?o 'pi~] 
['het] 
['kei] 
01;07.15 
01;07.29 
01;07.29 
01;09.09 
02;00.28 
02;01.22 
02;04.01 
Although they represent only 6% of the data combined, production strategies of 
labial- and coronal substitution affecting velars in coda position are also found, some of 
which result in apparent consonant harmony. 
Labial substitution affects velars in codas in 10 of the attempted forms. Four of 
these 10 result in labial-harmonized forms, all of which also display C-V identity. 
Coronal substitution affects 5 velars in coda position. Three of these result in coronal-
harmonized forms. Of these harmonized cases, two display C-V identity. However, all 
forms with C-V identity both with labials and coronals are attested during the later part of 
the data gathering period, on or after 1;09.09. As such, similar to the substitutions 
affecting velars in onsets discussed above, these cases do not support a partial 
specification analysis, which should apply for early word productions only. 
In the next section, I move to a discussion of coronal segments in order to 
illustrate the source of the remaining cases of labial and dorsal harmony. 
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4.3 Production Strategies Affecting Coronals 
Coronals appear to be largely unproblematic for Jarmo. I provide a distribution of 
attempted coronal segments according to position within the syllable in (21 ). 
(21) Distribution of coronal segments in J armo' s attempted forms 
Coronals in onsets 1226 Coronals in codas 1041 
I first discuss production strategies affecting the 1226 attempted coronals in onset 
position. 
4.3.1 Coronals in Onsets 
In this section, I discuss strategies targeting coronals in onset position. I illustrate 
a breakdown of patterns affecting these segments in (22). 
(22) Distribution of attempted coronals in onsets 
Attempted forms 1226 
Target-like 840 69% 
Deletion 109 9% 
Labial substitution 73 6% 
Dorsal substitution 53 4% 
Stopping 47 4% 
Become onsets 33 3% 
Other 71 6% 
As can be seen, 840 (69%) of the attempted coronals in onsets are produced as target-
like. I illustrate some of these examples in (23). 
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(23) Target-like coronals in onsets 
daar ['da.I] ['da:] 01;06.27 
Dicky Dick ['dtki 'dtk] [Jatt] 01;08.12 
eendje ['eng~] ['?et}a] 01;09.23 
trein ['tRein] ['tlei] 01;10.09 
tok tok tok ['t~k .t~k .t~k] ['tout~t~t] 01;11.06 
boek tekenen ['buk 'tek~n~n] ['tii 'tek~] 02;02.06 
die ballon ['di bo'bn] ['di 'bm] 02;03.09 
ik ook staartje ['?tk 'ok 'startj~] ['m '?ok 'tac~] 
0 
02;03.09 
leuk ['ll,bk] ['ll,bk] 02;04.01 
In addition, a production strategy of segmental deletion affects 109 (9%) of the 
coronals in onset position. I illustrate some representative examples of this pattern in the 
table in (24). 
(24) Segmental deletion of coronals in onsets 
trein ['tRein] [B'o'xe1] 01;09.09 
klaar ['kla.I] ['ka] 01;10.23 
stoel ['stul] ['tu~] 01;11.20 
slaapt ['slapt] ['lap] 02;00.04 
trekker ['trek~r] ['tdrn] 02;00.04 
tractor ('tRekt~R] ['t}eB'k~] 02;01.22 
schommel ['sx~m~l] ex~moii] 02;02.27 
sneeuwpop ['sneu,p~p] ['mpo:p] 02;03.09 
As we can see from these examples, coronal segments undergoing this pattern of 
segmental deletion originate from consonant clusters. 102 of the 109 cases (94%) appear 
on or after age 1;09.09, which indicates difficulties with the production of onset clusters 
even in relatively late productions. This issue, which is tangential to the questions 
addressed in this thesis, will not be addressed further. The interested reader can consult 
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Fikkert (1994) for a detailed account of prosodic development in Jarmo's and other 
Dutch-learning children. 
Although they only represent 10% of the data combined, processes of dorsal and 
labial substitution affecting coronal segments are found in Jarmo's onsets. I discuss these 
cases because they sometimes contribute to the cases of harmonized forms listed in (1). 
Labial substitution affects 73 of the attempted coronals in onsets. These 73 cases 
result in 27 labial-harmonized forms, which account for 42% of the 64 cases of labial 
harmony. Of these 27 harmonized forms, 19 display C-V identity. However, a closer look 
at these 19 cases reveals that 14 of them come from a single word, Paula [paula] whose 
[1], as already mentioned in section 3, typically surfaces as a labial approximant. 
Dorsal substitution affects 53 of the attempted coronal segments in onsets. Of 
these 53 cases, 21 result in dorsal-harmonized forms. These 21 cases account for 44% of 
the 48 cases of dorsal harmony. Of the 21 harmonized forms, only nine show C-V 
identity. 
Finally, I turn to a discussion of coronal segments in coda position. 
4.3.2 Coronals in Codas 
As opposed to coronals in onsets, we find a general production problem affecting 
coronal segments in codas. I provide a distribution of the production strategies affecting 
these segments in (25). 
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(25) Distribution of attempted coronals in codas 
Attempted forms 1041 
Target-like 308 30% 
Deletion 614 59% 
Labial substitution 59 6% 
Become onsets 24 2% 
Dorsal substitution 22 2% 
Other 14 1% 
Coronals in codas are target-like in 308 (30%) of the attempted forms. I illustrate some of 
these examples in (26). 
(26) Target-like coronals in codas 
huis 
eend 
ijs 
maan 
aapje is dit 
vasthouden 
struisvogel 
poes 
['ficeys] 
['ent] 
['eis] 
['man] 
['aP}~ '?ts 'dtt] 
['vas~haud~] 
('StRceys, VOX,~l] 
['pus] 
['?cey~] 
['?~ts] 
['"lei§] 
['ma·n] 
[?apj~ ,?ts 'ttt] 
['fas~hauoo] 
['tcey§foxou] 
['pus] 
01;08.26 
01;09.09 
01;09.09 
01;09.09 
01 ;11.20 
02;01.08 
02;01.22 
02;03.09 
A process of segmental deletion affects 614 (59%) of the attempted coronal 
segments in codas. I illustrate representative examples of this pattern in the table in (27). 
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(27) Segmental deletion of coronals in codas 
klaar ['kla.I] ['ka] 01;06.13 
boot ['bot] ['poii] 01;08.26 
Ernie ['emi ( 'Ami)] ['hemi] 01;09.23 
fietsen ['fitsan] [?if a] 01;09.23 
loopt een schaap ['lopt an 'sxap] ['hopa'la] 02;00.28 
bal ['ba1] ['baii] 02;03.09 
een ['en] ['?e] 02;03.09 
Most of these cases of coronal segments undergoing deletion originate with sonorant 
coronals in coda position. In section 4.3.3, I address the issues affecting all attempted 
sonorant codas in Jarmo's productions. 
As can be seen in (25), combined labial and dorsal substitution patterns only 
account for 8% of the data on coronals in codas. These examples must however be 
discussed in order to attain a full description of the apparent cases of labial and dorsal 
harmony. 
Labial substitutions affect 73 of the coronals attempted by Jarmo in coda position, 
29 (40%) of which result in labial-harmonized forms. These 29 cases account for 45% of 
the 64 cases of apparent labial harmony. Out of the 29 harmonized forms, 16 cases 
display C-V identity. Of these 16, 14 (88%) originate from sonorant coronals such as [1] 
already discussed in section 4.3. In addition, 14 (88%) of the 16 cases with C-V identity 
appear after 1;09.09, during the last 7 months recording. 
Dorsal substitutions affect 22 coronal segments in coda position, seven of which 
result in velar-harmonized forms. These seven cases account for 15% of the 48 apparent 
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cases of dorsal harmony. Of these seven dorsal-harmonized cases, three display C-V 
identity. 
In order to address the overwhelming number of cases of segmental deletion 
affecting coronal sonorants in coda position discussed in (25), I turn to a discussion of all 
sonorant codas in the following section. 
4.3.3 Sonorants in Codas 
As was seen above in section 4.3.2, a large number of segmental deletions affect 
coronal sonorants in codas. In this section, I discuss this deletion pattern in light of the 
behavior of all sonorant codas found in the corpus. From a general perspective, sonorant 
codas appear to be highly problematic in Jarmo' s speech, be they nasal, rhotic, or lateral. 
Although the production strategy of deletion of sonorants is not equally prominent 
for each of the sonorant coda types (nasal, rhotic, lateral), several deletions are found in 
each case, which in fact affect most of the target sonorant codas attempted by the child. I 
first examine nasal codas in the next subsection. 
4.3.3.1 Nasals in Codas 
Nasal codas appear more frequently in target forms than the other types of 
sonorant codas. These codas are also the ones that are the least affected by deletion, as we 
will see in the following sections. 343 nasal codas were attempted by Jarmo, out of which 
only 53 (15%) are produced as target-like. Deletion affects 234 (68%) of the nasal codas 
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codas attempted. The table in (28) provides examples of this pattern of nasal coda 
deletion. 
(28) Deletion of nasal codas 
stoel maken 
even draaien 
drinken 
ganzen 
['stul'mak;}n] 
['ev;}n 'dRaij;}n] 
['dRti)k;}n] 
['xanZ}n] 
['tuf;} 'mak;}] 
['hej;} 'tu~j;}] 
['tek;}] 
['ha:§;}] 
02;03.09 
02;04.01 
01;10.23 
02;02.06 
I attribute the lack of labial nasals in the examples in (28) to the overall rarity of these 
segments in the language. This issue is discussed further in chapter 5. Of the remaining 
56 examples (17%), 35 undergo place substitution and 21 cases cannot be attributed to 
any systematic pattern. 
4.3.3.2 Laterals in Codas 
Lateral codas are also problematic for Jarmo. Two main production strategies 
affect the target laterals in coda. Because these patterns are intertwined in the data, they 
cannot be related to a specific period of acquisition and, as such, appear to result from 
coping strategies for segments that Jarmo cannot produce. Out of 165 attempted lateral 
codas, Jarmo produced only 12 (7%) target-like forms. Jarmo deletes 121 (73%) ofthe 
lateral codas attempted. Some representative examples of this are provided in (29). 
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(29) Deletion of lateral codas 
vogel ['vox~l] ['foxol 02;00.04 
melk ['melk] ['m~rk] 02;03.09 
schommel ['sxom~l] ['xomoii] 02;02.27 
bril ('bRLl] ['bl~] 02;03.09 
hal ['bal] ['ba] 01;07.15 
stoel ['stul] ['tu] 02;00.04 
Lateral codas also undergo harmony, as was discussed briefly in section 4.3.2. I 
look at these cases in more depth here. The table in (30) illustrates representative 
examples of labial harmony affecting lateral codas. 
(30) Labial harmony affecting lateral codas 
appel ['ap~l] ['?apom] 02;03.09 
uil ['reyl] ['?reu] 01;09.23 
kameel [,ka'mel] ['meuw] 02;03.09 
bat ['bal] ['bou] 01;10.09 
nee Selma ['ne 'selma] ['ne1'newma] 02;02.06 
wortel ['u::>rt~l] ['tatow] 02;01.08 
stoel ['stul] ['tuoo] 01;10.23 
As we can see from these examples, when target laterals are produced, they 
become harmonized. This harmony process accounts for 27 of the 165 target laterals 
( 16% ). (These examples were included in the total cases of substitution affecting coronals 
in codas in (25).) Finally, the remaining 6 cases are unclassifiable. 
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4.3.3.3 Rhotics in Codas 
Similar to the other sonorants, rhotics in codas are problematic for Jarmo. Indeed, 
the child produces these consonants in only 3 of the 285 ( 1%) attempted forms. 264 
(92%) of these consonants undergo deletion. This deletion pattern is exemplified in (31 ). 
(31) Deletion of rho tics in codas 
klaar 
schaar 
tovernaar 
lekker 
tractor 
meer vogel 
['kla.I] 
['sxaR] 
['tov~nar] 
['1ek~1] 
['tRekt:JR] 
['mer 'vox~l] 
['kla] 
['ta·] 
['tox~na:~] 
['1ek~] 
['ije~k~] 
['mi 'kofoii] 
01;11.06 
01;10.09 
02;03.09 
02;02.06 
02;01.22 
02;00.28 
Of the 18 remaining cases, nine rho tics are resyllabified in onset position and nine cannot 
be classified according to any leading pattern. 
As we can see from the compilations above, the deletion pattern affecting 
coronals in codas is not targeting coronal consonants in particular but rather reflects a 
syndrome that generally affects all sonorants attempted by Jarmo in coda position. (For a 
more in depth discussion of sonorant consonants in Dutch the interested reader may look 
to van den Heuvel and Cucchiarini, 2001, and van der Torre, 2003). 
4.4 Interim Summary 
In sum, coronal segments in both onsets and codas undergo a process of 
segmental substitution which sometimes results in apparently harmonizing forms. These 
cases of substitution are most often ones of labial substitution, with also a noticeable 
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pattern of dorsal harmony. In addition, sonorant codas pose a general problem in the 
Jarmo corpus. These segments largely undergo a production strategy of segmental 
deletion. 
Finally, as was briefly discussed above, a small time frame was detected, during 
which coronal harmony affecting labial stops is attested in a systematic fashion. I discuss 
this pattern in more depth in the next section. 
5. Coronal Harmony 
During the period between 1; 11.20 and 2;02.06, 233 attempts at labial stops in 
onsets are attested in the corpus. Of these, 31 have the required environment for coronal 
harmony, which requires the consonant following the vowel adjacent to the target labial 
onset to be coronal, forming a PVt sequence where 'P' stands for a labial stop, 'V' for a 
vowel and 't' for the coronal consonant [t]. The table in (32) provides a breakdown of the 
different realizations of these forms during this period of three and a half months. 
(32) Distribution ofPVt sequences from 1;11.20-2;02.06 
Attempted Forms 31 
Target-like 5 16% 
Coronal Harmony 24 77% 
Other 2 6% 
Of the 31 labial stops attempted during this period, only five (16%) are produced as 
target-like. I list in (33) all such realizations. 
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(33) Target-like PVt sequences from 1;11.20-2;02.06 
aardbeitje 
beertje 
schildpad 
beertje 
beertjes 
['a.Id,beiti~] 
['be1tj~] 
['SXlLpat] 
['be1tj~] 
['beltj~s] 
['?apeit}a] 
['bi~t~] 
[?~'pa~t] 
['bl'ti~] 
['plt}~s] 
02;02.06 
02;00.04 
01;11.20 
01;11.20 
01;11.20 
In 24 cases (77%), the labial stops [p, b, m] are realized as coronal. I analyze 
these substitutions as real cases of coronal harmony. (Six additional cases of coronal 
harmony also appear outside of the timeframe suggested for this stage.) Indeed, as we can 
see in (34), cases of [t] triggering coronal harmony in [p, b, m] appear across all types of 
vowels, for example [re, y] in buiten ['breytan] and muts ['mrets], [a] in bad ['bat], and 
[ o] in boot ['bot]. This production strategy is thus not the result of feature sharing between 
consonants and vowels; the only regular trigger is the [t] that follows the target labial. 
(34) Coronal harmony in PVt words 
buiten 
schildpad 
bad 
hier kapot 
boot 
muts 
['breyt~n] 
['SXlLpat] 
['bat] 
['hir ,ka'pJt] 
['bot] 
['mrets] 
['treyt~] 
['tjta:t] 
['tat] 
['hi~ ·t}Jt] 
['tot] 
['tytst] 
02;00.28 
01;11.20 
02;00.28 
01;11.20 
02;00.04 
02;01.22 
One other characteristic of this pattern that reinforces its interpretation as true consonant 
harmony is that it takes place between stop consonants only. Indeed, during the same 
time period, labial stops are generally not harmonized if they are followed by the coronal 
fricatives [s, J] (e.g. muisje ['mreyJ~] - ['moSJ~] 2;01.22; poes ['pus] - ['pu~] 2;01.08; 
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andpoesjes ['puJ~]--+ ['puJ~] 2;01.22. This observation suggests an influence of manner 
of articulation on the manifestation (or lack thereof) of the coronal harmony process. 
6. Discussion 
As was discussed in chapter 2, the partial specification hypothesis posits that in 
the early stages in the development of the lexicon, a child may have, for any given word 
attempted, a unique place feature that is shared by consonants and vowels. On the 
surface, this sharing is reflected through place feature identity between consonants and 
adjacent vowels. In this section, I discuss the cases that arise in my data that result in 
apparent labial, coronal, and dorsal harmony in light of this prediction. In order to 
achieve this, I first discuss the patterns affecting coronals and velars which result in cases 
of apparent labial harmony. Second, I discuss patterns appearing with velars and labials 
resulting in cases of apparent coronal harmony. Finally, I discuss the cases where labials 
and coronals are affected producing velar-harmonized forms. This discussion is primarily 
based on the proportions of harmonized forms that display C-V identity across the data 
set. 
6.1 Apparent Cases of Labial Harmony 
As we saw in (2) above, 64 words are attested in the corpus in which production 
strategies affecting coronal and velar segments result in labial-harmonized forms. In (35), 
I provide a distribution of these forms based on the production strategy causing the form 
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to be harmonized. For a complete compilation of labial-harmonized forms, see Appendix 
AI. 
(35) Production strategies contributing to apparent labial harmony 
Production strategies resulting in apparent labial harmony AJ!)!arent CH 
Labial substitution affecting [1] in onsets 18 
Labial substitution affectin_g [11 in codas 19 
Labial substitution affecting coronals in onsets 9 
Labial substitution affectin_g coronals in codas 10 
Labial substitution affecting velars in onsets 3 
Labial substitution affecting velars in codas 4 
Reduplication 1 
Apparent labial harmony 64 
Although many cases of labial substitution do not result in labial-harmonized forms, the 
vast majority of these forms, 56/64 (88%) come from cases oflabial substitutions 
targeting coronals, about two thirds of which are the lateral approximant [1]. As was 
reported in 4.3.1, 27 harmonized forms result from coronals in onsets undergoing labial 
substitution, 19 of which display C-V identity. A closer look at these 19 cases reveals that 
14 come from a single word, Paula [paula]. It was reported in section 4.3.2, that 29 labial 
substitutions affect coronals in codas, 16 (55%) of which display C-V identity. Out of 
these 16, 14 (88%) of these also originate from target [1] in codas. In addition, 14 (88%) 
of the cases with C-V identity appear after 1;09.09, that is during the last 7 months 
covered by the recording sessions. It follows from these facts that labial substitutions 
affecting coronal segments are independent of any process of harmony. Also, if the 
partial specification hypothesis held true, one would expect higher frequencies of C-V 
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identity in the harmonized forms and these forms should appear in the earlier months 
reported on. 
Most of the remaining seven cases of labial-harmonized forms come from labial 
substitutions affecting velars. As was reported in section 4.2, all cases of these labial 
substitution targeting velars that result in harmonized forms display C-V identity. As 
such, these examples appear to support the partial specification hypothesis. However, all 
of these forms appear on or after 01;09.09, that is, in somewhat late forms for the child. 
An analysis based on partial specification would predict these forms to show up in early 
productions. Finally, one final case oflabial harmony arises in the form olifant deze 
['olUant 'deza] which becomes reduplicated and results in the form ['?ofO,fO 'de·s]. 
As we can see from this summary, the production strategies resulting in labial 
harmony come primarily from segmental substitutions affecting coronals to a large 
extent, and, more specifically, the lateral [1]. Without the contribution of the labial-
harmonized cases from the latter, labial harmony would have been rather marginal. We 
can conclude from this that no harmonizing process per se took place in this context and 
that the labial-harmonized cases are artifacts of the inaccurate production of certain 
sounds during phonological development. I turn now to a discussion of the apparent cases 
of coronal harmony found in Jarmo's productions. 
6.2 Apparent Cases of Coronal Harmony 
As was seen in (4) above, coronal harmony is attested in 147 words produced by 
Jarmo. I provide in (36) a distribution of these forms based on the production strategies 
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that result in coronal-harmonized forms. For a complete listing of apparent cases of 
coronal harmony, see appendix A2. 
(36) Production strategies contributing to apparent cases of coronal harmony 
Production strate2ies resultin2 in apparent labial harmony Apparent CH 
Coronal substitution of labial continuant onsets 69 
Coronal substitution of labial continuant codas 2 
Real coronal harmony targeting labial stops in onset 30 
Coronal substitution of labial stops in onsets 8 
Coronal substitution of labial stops in codas 1 
Coronal substitution affecting [h] 1 
Coronal substitutions affecting velars in onsets 33 
Coronal substitutions affecting velars in codas 3 
Apparent coronal harmony 147 147 
Cases of coronal substitution affecting labial and velar segments appear at first to 
minimally comply with the predictions of the partial specification hypothesis. As was 
reported in section 4.1.1, six of these eight (75%) coronal-harmonized labial stops in 
onsets display C-V identity. Coronal substitution of labial continuants results in 69 
coronal-harmonized forms, 54 (78%) of which also have C-V identity as was reported in 
section 4.1.2. However, as noted above, a closer look at these cases reveals that 25 of the 
54 cases (46%) result from the word Willy [viii] produced as [lili]. Finally, one case 
where coronal substitution affects a labial stop in coda position results in a harmonized 
form, and on two occasions coronal substitution affects labial continuants in coda 
position, which results in two coronal-harmonized forms. All three of these cases of 
coronal-harmonized labial codas display C-V identity. 
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Coronal substitutions was seen in section 4.2 to affect velars in onsets resulting in 
33 coronal-harmonized forms, 25 (76%) of which display C-V identity. Coronal 
substitution also affects velars in codas, resulting in three (60%) harmonized forms, two 
of which display C-V identity. 
Overall, the numbers provided in this section suggest a role for place feature 
sharing between consonants and vowels in coronal-harmonized forms, which itself 
suggests a role for partial specification. However, I will argue in chapter 5 that this 
apparent preference for identity among coronal consonants and vowels actually results 
from independent facts. First, there is a high frequency of coronal segments in the 
language, which increases the odds of place feature identity between front vowels and 
coronal consonants in the produced words. Second, in line with Fikkert and Levelt 
(2006), I will argue that the high frequency of occurrence of the coronal feature in the 
language makes this feature a prime candidate to become a default articulator for the 
learner. Before I tackle this argument in its detail, I summarize, in the next section, the 
production strategies resulting in apparent cases of velar harmony. 
6.3 Apparent Cases of Dorsal Harmony 
As was seen in ( 5) above, 48 apparent cases of velar harmony are attested in the 
corpus. I provide a distribution of these cases based on the production strategies resulting 
in velar-harmonized forms in (37). See Appendix A3 for a detailed list of all cases of 
apparent velar harmony. 
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(37) Production strategies resulting in apparent dorsal harmony 
Production strategies resulting in apparent labial harmony Apparent CH 
Dorsal substitution targeting labial continuants in onsets 8 
Dorsal substitution targeting labial stops 12 
Dorsal substitution targeting coronal onsets 21 
Dorsal substitution targeting coronal codas 7 
Apparent dorsal harmony 48 
As discussed in section 4.1.1, dorsal substitutions affect labial stops in onsets, 
resulting in 11 harmonized forms, seven (64%) ofwhich display C-V identity. We also 
saw in section 4.1.2, the dorsal substitution affects labial continuants in onsets resulting 
in eight dorsal-harmonized forms, two (25%) of which display C-V identity. 
Dorsal harmony affecting coronals yields similar results. Less than half of the 
coronal onsets and codas undergoing dorsal substitution result in dorsal-harmonized 
forms. We saw in section 4.3.1 that dorsal substitutions target coronals in onsets, 
resulting in 21 (51%) dorsal-harmonized forms, nine ofwhich display C-V identity. 
Dorsal substitutions affect coronals in codas, resulting in seven (32%) apparent cases of 
dorsal harmony, three (43%) ofwhich additionally display C-V as was seen in sesction 
4.3.2. 
Overall, the data on the relatively few cases of dorsal-harmonized forms do not 
provide much support for the partial specification hypothesis. At best, the predictions 
made by this hypothesis are borne out in about half of the examples. In addition, similar 
to the other harmony patterns found in the child's outputs, several of the substitutions that 
result in apparently harmonized forms occur independently of harmony itself. This 
implies that, except from the case of coronal harmony discussed in section 5, consonant 
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harmony in Jarmo's outputs is largely an artifact of segmental substitution, a production 
strategy which relates to the acquisition of specific sounds in specific positions within the 
syllable. 
However, throughout the chapter, we have observed that most of the segmental 
substitutions and the highest proportions of forms showing C-V identity relate to the 
feature coronal. As we will see in chapter 4, this observation will also prove to be 
relevant for Eva. This generalization, which points to a central aspect of both Jarmo's and 
Eva's developing phonology, is revisited in chapter 5, where I discuss potential effects 
that input frequency may have had on the children's developing system. 
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Chapter 4 - Eva: A Case Study 
1. Introduction 
In this chapter, I discuss some of these patterns resulting in harmonized forms in 
Eva's productions. These patterns shed light on the factors conditioning the harmony 
effects attested. As we will see, these factors reveal aspects of the child's developing 
grammar beyond the harmony cases themselves. I first provide a general picture of the 
apparent CH cases. I then move to a more detailed characterization of the factors 
conditioning these harmony cases. 
The chapter is organized following the same layout as the preceding chapter, to 
facilitate comparisons between the two case studies. In section 2, I provide a general 
classification of apparent cases of harmony, broken down into each relevant consonantal 
and vocalic context. I then narrow the focus and concentrate on which consonants are 
targeted by the harmonizing processes, in section 3. Section 4, I provide a discussion of 
each pattern resulting in harmonized forms affecting velars, labials, and coronals, 
respectively. 
2. Apparent Cases of Consonant Harmony in Eva's Productions: An Overview 
In this section, I provide a general overview of the cases of apparent consonant 
harmony found in Eva's productions. The table in (1) provides a distribution of all cases 
of apparent consonant harmony found in the corpus represented by single letters 
corresponding to the place of articulation of consonants and vowels. 
( 1) Apparent Cases of Consonant Harmony 
a. Apparent labial harmony 68 
PIP 5 7% 
PAP 26 38% 
PUP 37 54% 
b. AQI>_arent coronal harmony 147 
TIT 83 56% 
TAT 38 26% 
TUT 26 18% 
c. Apparent dorsal harmony 2 
DID 0 0% 
DAD 1 50% 
DUD 1 50% 
Total cases of apparent consonant harmony 207 
The cases of apparent consonant harmony appear, at first glance, to be unevenly 
distributed across the vowels. The patterns are in fact quite prototypical of the general 
findings documented in Levelt (1993,1994, 1997) and Fikkert and Levelt (2004, 2006) 
according to which there seems to be a correspondence between the type of harmony 
observed and the vowel intervening between the harmonizing consonants. For example, 
3 7 of the 68 (54%) cases of apparent labial harmony occur in the environment of a back 
rounded vowel and 83 (56%) of the 14 7 cases of apparent coronal harmony across an 
intervening front vowel. However, in the next sections, we will see that many of these 
cases observed can be attributed to just a few triggering contexts, especially to a pattern 
of segmental substitution affecting velars. While it appears that the intervening vowel in 
many of these cases is a front vowel, the strategy also manifests itself in the presence of 
back and rounded vowels. 
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3. Apparent Cases of Consonant Harmony: A Closer Look 
In this section, I address each case of apparent consonant harmony from the 
perspective of the target consonants affected by the substitutions. This angle on the data 
reveals a series of production strategies which, when combined, provide a strong 
predictor for the patterns observed in Eva's productions. For the sake of clarity, I 
distinguish the strategies found relative to each major place of articulation that acts as a 
substitute in the data. Beginning with labial consonants, I provide in (2) a breakdown of 
the consonants affected by the patterns that result in apparent labial harmony. 
(2) Apparent labial harmony 
Number of Cases 68 
Affecting Coronals 59 Stops 29 43% 
Continuants 30 44% 
Affecting Velars 9 Sto__g_s 5 7% 
Continuants 4 6% 
As can be seen in (2), 59 cases (87%) of apparent labial harmony affect coronals, 30 of 
which target coronal continuants and 29 of which target stops. 
Turning now to cases of apparent coronal harmony, we can observe, in (3) that 
102 of the 14 7 cases ( 69%) originate from production strategies affecting target velar 
consonants. 
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(3) Apparent coronal hannony 
Number of Cases 147 
Affecting Labials 45 Stops 39 27% 
Continuants 6 4% 
Affecting Velars 102 Stops 96 65% 
Continuants 6 4% 
Of these 102 cases, nearly all the examples (94%) affect velar stops. As we will see, a 
closer look at this pattern, in section 4, reveals that these segments are most often the 
targets of coronal substitution. Undergoing a substitution pattern similar to that affecting 
velar stops, labial obstruents are also targeted by coronal substitution, but to a lesser 
extent. 
Finally, I provide a breakdown of the rather marginal cases of apparent dorsal 
harmony in (4). 
( 4) Apparent Dorsal Harmony 
Number of Cases 2 
Affecting Labials 0 0 
Affecting Coronals 2 Obstruents I 2 I 1oo% 
Because there are so few cases of apparent dorsal harmony, it is impossible to draw any 
firm conclusion from these data other than saying that they probably result from 
unsystematic mispronunciations. There are indeed only two cases of dorsal harmony and 
both cases affect coronal obstruents. Because these marginal cases cannot result from a 
widely-encompassing pattern in the child's phonology, and because they do not constitute 
a reliable base from which one can draw any firm conclusion, these cases will not be 
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addressed further. However, the behavior of coronal obstruents, which are targeted in 
both of these cases, will be looked at more closely in sections 4.6 and 4.7, where I discuss 
issues arising where coronal obstruents are targeted by substitutions resulting in apparent 
labial harmony. 
Before I address this point in more detail, I move first to a discussion of 
production strategies resulting in apparent harmony cases. I examine these strategies 
from the perspective of the place of articulation of the target consonant affected. 
4. Production strategies Resulting in Apparent Consonant Harmony 
In order to characterize in more detail the sources of these apparent harmony 
cases, I look at the patterns from the perspective of the place of articulation of the 
consonants targeted by the production strategies. I first examine patterns affecting velars 
which result in the high number of coronal-harmonized forms in the table in (3). 
4.1 Production Strategies Affecting Velars in Onsets 
As we will see in this section, both velar stops and continuants are problematic for 
Eva. The table in ( 5) illustrates the distribution of each class of velars in the onsets of 
attempted forms. 
( 5) Attempted velars in onsets 
Velar Sto Velar Continuants 85 
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The child attempts 280 velar onsets. Out of these, 195 are stops and 85 are continuants. 
First, I look at velar stops as they are produced by the child. 
4.1.1 Velar Stops in Onsets 
As mentioned above, velar stops in onset position are generally problematic in 
Eva's productions. The segments are targeted by several production strategies that result 
in substitution patterns. I provide a breakdown of the patterns affecting velar stops in ( 6). 
(6) Behavior of velar stops in Eva's onsets 
Attempted Forms 195 
Target-like 21 11% 
Coronal Substitution 149 77% 
Labial Substitution 10 5% 
Debuccalization 6 3% 
Deletion 6 3% 
Other 3 2% 
Velar stops in onset position are produced as target-like in only 21 of the 195 (11 %) 
attempted forms. Of these 21 target-like forms, 13 (62%) appear on or after the ages of 
01;09.08. This evidence suggests that, towards the end of data recording period (1;11.08), 
the child was in the process of mastering these segments in onset position. I present some 
representative examples of target-like velar stops in onset position in (7). 
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(7) Target-like velar stops in onsets 
kan niet 
draaien 
ik kan vallen 
kijken 
maken 
Marieke ook 
['kan ,nit 'dRaij~] 
['Lk 'kan 'val~] 
['keik~] 
['mak~] 
[ma'Rik~ 'ok] 
['ka: ,ni 't~ij~] 
['?LJtkan.'fal~] 
['keik~] 
['mak~] 
['1ik~ '?o·k] 
01;09.22 
01;11.08 
01;11.08 
01;11.08 
01;11.08 
As becomes evident from an examination of the data, the most prominent 
production strategy targeting velar stops in Eva's productions is coronal substitution, a 
process also referred to in the literature as velar fronting (Chiat 1983, Brett, Chiat & 
Pilcher 1987, Stoel-Gammon & Sternberger 1994, Stoel-Gammon & Dunn 1985; Stoel-
Gammon 1996, Bills & Golston 2001, Dinnsen 2002, Inkelas & Rose 2006). The table in 
(8) illustrates some examples of coronal substitution (or velar fronting) produced by Eva. 
(8) Coronal Substitution (velar fronting) of velar stops in onsets 
vis pakken ['VlS 'pak~] ['hlS 'pa,~] 01;06.11 
kachel ['kax~l] ['ta•xw o:n)] 01;07.22 
Marieke puzzel [ma'Rik~ 'pHz~l] ['mi·~ 'pH~~:] 01;09.08 
openmaken ['opd,makd] ['?opd,majd:] 01;09.08 
varken ['vruk~] ['uatd·] 01;09.08 
weer klaar ['vel 'klru] ['u!l 'tal] 01;09.08 
As indicated in (6), 149 (77%) of the attempted forms undergo coronal substitution. This 
pattern alone results in a significant portion of the coronal-harmonized forms in Eva's 
productions. Indeed, while 147 cases of apparent coronal harmony are found in Eva's 
productions, 70 of these cases ( 48%) can be accounted for through the fronting of velars 
in onsets. As we will see below, most of the remaining examples come from coronal 
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substitutions of velar stops in codas and labial stops in onsets. Linked to these 
observations is the fact that the patterns of substitution are targeting specific places and 
manners of articulation in specific positions within the syllable, as will be highlighted 
further in the upcoming discussions. 
Also, it must be noted that the fronting of velars in onsets appears independently 
of the consonantal and vocalic place features of adjacent segments. Out ofthe 70 
harmonized forms, 37 (53%) display C-V identity between the fronted velar and the 
adjacent vowel. While this majority of examples seems at first glance to support the 
partial specification hypothesis, a closer examination of these data reveals that 23 of these 
37 cases (62%) can be attributed to a single word, ldjk [keik], which is regularly 
produced as [teit]. This word alone thus imposes a significant bias on the proportion of 
the examples that suggest a C-V identity effect. If we were to disregard this frequently-
occurring word, we would be left with only 14 of the harmonized cases displaying C-V 
identity, which would themselves represent less than a third (29%) of the overall 
examples. Based on these considerations, two claims can be made about velar fronting. 
First, this production strategy is independent of consonant harmony itself, because less 
than half the attestations of this pattern (70 out of 149; 47%) lead to actual harmonized 
forms. Second, as discussed just above, velar fronting is independent from C-V 
interactions. 
I move on now to a discussion of the 10 cases (5%) oflabial substitution affecting 
velar stops in onsets, which sometimes result in labial-harmonized forms. I illustrate 
some of these cases in (9). 
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(9) Labial substitution affecting velar stops 
klok 
koffie 
koe 
weer bijna klaar 
['kbk] 
['k::lfi] 
['ku] 
['vel 'be ina 'klru] 
['p::l?t] 
['p::lf] 
['pu:] 
['vel 'tein 'pa-?] 
01;06.01 
01;06.01 
01;06.11 
01;09.08 
This pattern of segmental substitution targeting velar stops contributes three out of the 68 
cases (4%) that result in apparent labial harmony. All three ofthese cases have C-V 
identity. However, they all stem from the same word koffie ['k::lfi] becoming ['p::lf]. 
Therefore, no real conclusion can be drawn from these data regarding the phonological 
motivations behind this rather marginal assimilation process. 
I tum now to a discussion of velar continuants in onsets, in an attempt to further 
uncover the production strategies resulting in harmonized forms, some of which may 
relate to differences in manners of articulation, as was evidenced from Jarmo' s data in the 
preceding chapter. 
4.1.2 Velar Continuants in Onsets 
Velar continuants in onsets also undergo production strategies in a majority of the 
attempted cases. The table in ( 1 0) illustrates a breakdown of patterns affecting velar 
continuants in the child's productions. 
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(10) Behavior of velar continuants in Eva's onsets 
Attempted Forms 85 
Target-like 14 16% 
Debuccalization 28 33% 
Deletion 17 20% 
Coronal Substitution 15 18% 
Labial Substitution 6 7% 
Other 5 6% 
Velar continuants are produced as target-like in 14 (16%) of the 85 attempted forms. 
These target-like forms are distributed throughout the ages from the earliest to the latest 
productions. This observation suggests that the child had generalized production 
problems with these consonants throughout the period covered by the corpus, during 
which accurate productions are attested only sporadically. I provide some representative 
target-like forms in (11). 
(11) Target-like velar continuants in onsets 
tijger 
vliegen 
vogel 
nagel 
schildpad 
['teix~u] 
['vlixdl 
['voxdl] 
['naxdl] 
['sxtLpat] 
['t~ix:d] 
['htxel 
[?qlixdl 
['na:·x~:] 
['SX1 u'pou] 
01;06.01 
01;06.01 
01;06.01 
01;08.12 
01;09.08 
As indicated in (10), velar continuants in onsets are debuccalized in Eva's 
productions in 33% of the cases. Out of the 28 cases of debuccalization, 27 appear on or 
before the age of 1;07.22. The table in (12) illustrates this pattern. 
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(12) Debuccalizations of velar continuants in onsets 
schoenen 
school ? 
groat 
geitje 
schommel 
['sxung] 
['sxo1] 
['XRO't] 
['xeitig] 
['sx:)mg1] 
['htin·g] 
['1o:] 
['ho:t] 
['fieitg:] 
['fi:)m5] 
01;06.01 
01;06.01 
01;06.11 
01;07.15 
01;07.15 
We also observe a pattern of segmental deletion affecting 17 (20%) of the 
attempted velar continuant onsets. In 15 of the 17 cases (88% ), the segments are part of a 
larger consonant cluster. I illustrate some of these examples in (13). 
(13) Segmental deletion of velar continuants in onsets 
vergeten [vgl'xetg] ['e:tg] 01;06.11 
schaap ['sxap] ['~apw] 01;09.08 
schildpad dat ['sxLl~pat 'dot] ['~au,pas '(.Ja:t] 01;09.08 
schommelen ['sx:)mg1g] ['~:)fig:] 01;09.22 
Eva schoenen aan ['eva 'sxung 'an] ['?ef ·~ung '1a·n] 01;11.08 
schoteltje ['sxorg1tig] ['~o:,to:,tlt] 01;11.08 
An additional 14 cases are found where velar continuants in onsets undergo a 
pattern of coronal substitution. I provide representative examples of this in ( 14). 
(14) Coronal Substitution of velar continuants in onsets 
getsie ['xetsi] ['dre:t] 01;06.01 
die gegeven (?) ['di xg'xevg 'papa] ['di Je:tg 'pa'pa] 01;07.15 
papa 
papagaai [.pa,pa'xai] ['t~:i] 01;07.22 
kachel ['kaxg1] ['ta·,t:)xl 01;08.12 
gele ['xe1g] ['~e:1g] 01;11.08 
groen ('XRUn] ['tyn] 01;11.08 
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Out of the 14 cases of coronal substitution affecting velar continuants in onsets, 13 
appear on or after the age of 01; 07.15. This suggests that the child may be developing a 
new strategy for coping with these segments after this point in time, after favoring 
debuccalization in the earlier portion of the corpus. This production strategy of coronal 
substitution affecting velar continuants in onsets contributes only six of the 147 cases 
( 4%) of apparent coronal harmony. Four of these six harmonized forms also have C-V 
identity, a number again here to low to speculate on the phonological underpinnings of a 
potential interaction between consonants and vowels. 
Six cases of labial substitution affecting velar continuants in onsets also exist in 
this data set. Four of these cases contribute to the 68 cases of apparent labial harmony, 
accounting for 6% of these data. Two of these four have C-V identity. 
In sum, velar continuants are generally problematic across the entire corpus. 
Between the early recording sessions until the week beginning at Eva's age of 1;07.15, 
most of these consonants underwent a pattern of debuccalization. Foil owing this, target 
velar continuants underwent a series of reduction strategies, most prominently deletion 
from clusters and segmental substitution in singleton onsets. The latter contributed to the 
apparent cases of consonant harmony found in Eva's data. 
I tum now to a discussion of velar segments in coda position, in order to 
determine whether position within the syllable (coda versus onset) had a determining 
effect on the realizations of these consonants. 
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4.2 Production Strategies Affecting Velars in Codas 
Throughout the corpus, Eva attempted a total of 208 velars in coda position. I 
provide a breakdown of the distribution of these velar codas relative to manner of 
articulation in (15). As we can see, of the 208 attempted cases, 144 are velar stops and 64 
are velar continuants. 
(15) Attempted velars codas in Eva's productions 
Velar Continuants 64 
As we will see in the next sections, velar stops in coda position are generally 
problematic, whereas the production of velar continuants in the same position appears to 
be largely unproblematic. 
4.2.1 Velar Stops in Codas 
Beginning with production strategies affecting velar stops in coda position, I 
provide, in (16), a breakdown of the behaviors observed. 
(16) Behavior of velar stops in Eva's codas 
Attempted Forms 144 
Target -like 21 15% 
Coronal Substitution 70 49% 
Deletion 31 22% 
Becomes onset 19 13% 
Other 3 2% 
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Velar stops in coda position are produced as target-like by Eva in only 21 (15%) of the 65 
attempted forms. 18 of these forms (86%) appear on or after the age of 1;09.08. This 
reinforces the observation made above in section 4.1.1 that 1;09.08 marks a milestone in 
Eva's acquisition ofthese consonants. Representative examples of target-like productions 
are given in ( 17). 
(17) Target-like velar stops in codas 
die maakt 
die Marieke 
gemaakt 
die ook niet 
oak niet 
kijkdan 
['di 'makt] 
['di ma'rikd xd'makt] 
['di 'ok 'nit] 
['ok 'nit] 
['keik 'dan] 
['ti 'ma:kt] 
['di: 'itd 'mal_(t] 
['di· .~>k 'nit] 
['?o·g 'nit] 
['teiK 'd<m] 
01;08.12 
01;09.08 
01;09.08 
01;09.08 
01;09.22 
Similar to their behavior in onsets, velar stops in codas are targeted for coronal 
substitution in 70 ( 49%) of the attempted forms. I illustrate some of these cases in ( 18). 
(18) Coronal substitution of velar stops in codas 
buik 
ook 
bank 
klok 
vork 
broek 
['breyk] 
['ok] 
['bOI]k] 
['kbk] 
('V~lk] 
['bRuk] 
['b~yt] 
['o:t] 
['ba·n.t] 
['p~t] 
['b:t] 
['but] 
01;06.01 
01;06.11 
01;07.15 
01;09.22 
01;09.22 
01;10.03 
Note as well that 67 ofthese 70 cases (96%) appear on or before age 1;10.03, which 
suggests a change in the Eva's production strategy for velar stops in coda from the 
previous time period, during which debucca1ization constitutes the leading strategy. 
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The pattern of coronal substitution affecting velar stops in codas contributes to 34 
to the 147 cases of coronal-harmonized forms (23%). Of these 34 apparent coronal 
harmonies, 21 have C-V identity, with no lexical bias detected. 
Aside from the fronting cases discussed above, a production strategy of segmental 
deletion affects 31 (22%) of the attempted velar stops in coda position. Some examples of 
these are provided in (19). 
(19) Deletion ofve1ar stops in codas 
mij ook 
kijk maar 
die is ook niet 
heet 
['mei 'ok] 
['keik 'mru] 
['di ,ts 'ok 'nit 'het] 
ik naar buiten ['tk 'nru 'breyt~] 
oma ook niet ['oma 'ok 'nit] 
['Il).eij~ '?o:] 
['xe~ma·1] 
['di '?t,so: 'ni 'te:t] 
['?t· 'na· 'breyt~] 
['?o·ma 'o·,nit] 
01;07.22 
01;09.22 
01 ;11.08 
01;11.08 
01;11.08 
These deletion cases, however, must also be considered in the larger context: In 28 (90%) 
of the 31 cases where velar stops are deleted in coda position, the velar stop would have 
been followed by another consonant within the utterance had it been produced. Based on 
this observation, we can conclude that the deletion cases can be largely attributed to 
problems in the production of velar codas followed by onset consonants in the speech 
stream. 
The appearance of velar codas in non-final positions within the utterance also 
yields 19 cases (13%) where the velar is resyllabified in an onset. Alll9 of these cases 
appear on or after 1;10.03. I illustrate some of these cases in (20). 
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(20) Target velar codas resyllabified in onsets 
wij ook laarzen 
die ook aaien 
ik heb een 
lolly-ijs 
ik heb ook die 
ik niet 
ikook 
['uei 'ok 'lruz~] 
['di 'ok 'a1j~] 
['tk 'he~n 
'bli'eis] 
['tk 'hep 'ok 'di] 
['tk 'nit] 
['tk 'ok] 
['uei ·o~ 'la·§~] 
['di 'jo: 'kai~] 
['?tb~ 'b:li '?~i§] 
['?t,ktp '?o: 'di] 
['?t x~ 'nit] 
['?t,ko·k] 
01;10.03 
01;11.08 
01;11.08 
01;11.08 
01;11.08 
01;11.08 
A comparison of the data in (18) and (20) thus suggests that at around the age of 1;10.03, 
Eva was fronting velars syllabified in coda while she produced these consonants in a 
target-like fashion in onset position, confirming the observation made in section 4.1.1 
that velar onsets were on their way to be acquired during the 1;09.08-1;10.03 time period. 
In addition to the fronted velars exemplified in ( 19), two velar stops in coda 
position undergo labial substitution. Both of these substitutions result in harmonized 
forms, contributing 3% of the 68 cases of apparent labial harmony. Both of these forms 
display C-V identity. No firm conclusion can be drawn from this small data set, except 
that the pattern of labial substitution for velars is fairly marginal. 
I move now to a discussion of the generally unproblematic velar continuants in 
coda position. 
4.2.2 Velar Continuants in Codas 
As opposed to the velar stops surveyed in the preceding section, velar continuants 
are virtually unproblematic in coda position. The table in (21) shows a breakdown of 
production strategies affecting these segments when attempted by Eva. 
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(21) Behavior of velar continuants in Eva's codas 
Attempted Forms 64 
Target-like 50 78% 
Deletion 6 9% 
Become onsets 4 6% 
Other 4 6% 
As we can see in (21 ), out of the 64 attempted forms 50 (78%) are produced by the child 
as target-like. These cases appear across all ages. Some representative examples of these 
target-like forms can be seen in (22). 
(22) Target-like velar continuants in codas 
aag ['ox] 
dicht ['dtxtl 
weg ['vex] 
nag een ['nJx 'en] 
Eva aaien tach ['eva 'aijd 'tJX] 
['o:xl 
['dtxt] 
['ULX] 
['nJxe·n] 
[?efa '?ai 'tJxl 
01;05.22 
01;07.15 
01;07.15 
01;08.12 
01;11.08 
There are an additional six cases of segmental deletion affecting velar continuants 
in coda position. Five of the six cases of deletion appear on or before the age of 1;07.15. 
Such cases as these can be considered to be early mispronunciations. As discussed by 
Velleman (1996) and Bernhardt & Sternberger (1999), children often prefer fricatives to 
be word-final, while they favor stops in onsets. The observations made here about Eva's 
fricatives match this generalization. 
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4.3 Interim Discussion 
As we saw above, the main production strategy contributing to apparent cases of 
coronal harmony is one of coronal substitution (velar fronting) targeting velar stops in 
both onsets and codas. Indeed, velar stops are targeted in 228 (94%) of the 243 cases of 
coronal substitution affecting velars. As opposed to stops, velar continuants are virtually 
unproblematic in coda position, produced as target-like 78% of the time. 
We also witnessed 34 cases of velar consonant debuccalizations in onsets, 28 
(82%) of which affect continuants. As opposed to these, velars continuants in codas are 
largely unproblematic. 
These patterns of coronal substitution and debuccalization are further discussed in 
chapter 5 from the perspective of default place feature substitution. The asymmetries 
observed between velar stops and continuants relative to position within the syllable 
suggest that consonant substitutions are governed by both place and manner of 
articulation, similar to what was observed in Jarmo's productions. In addition, these 
production strategies are also governed by position within the syllable. In sum, while 
velar stops trigger coronal substitution (or velar fronting) in onsets and codas alike, velar 
continuants trigger debuccalization in onset position but surface as target-like in codas. 
While a significant portion of the fronting cases contribute to apparent cases of coronal 
harmony found in Eva's productions, no clear evidence emerged across all of the contexts 
for feature sharing between consonants and vowels. 
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Continuing with my investigation of the patterns yielding apparent cases of 
consonant harmony, I now move on to a discussion of production strategies affecting 
labial consonants. 
4.4 Production Strategies Affecting Labials in Onsets 
Beginning with labials attempted in onsets, I provide first a breakdown of these 
consonants relative to manner of articulation in (23). 
(23) Attempted labial onsets in Eva's productions 
Attempted Labial Onsets 646 
Labial Stops 452 I Labial Continuants 194 
As can be seen, 646 labials are attempted in onsets, including 452 stops and 194 
continuants. I first discuss the behavior of labial stops in the following section. 
4.4.1 Labial Stops in Onsets 
In order to attain an overall picture of labial stops in onsets, I provide in (24) a 
breakdown of the production strategies affecting these consonants. 
(24) Behavior oflabial stops in Eva's onsets 
Attempted Forms 452 
Target-like 387 86% 
Coronal Substitution 44 10% 
Other 21 5% 
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As can be seen from the table in (24), labial stops in the child's onsets are virtually 
unproblematic and are produced as target-like in 387 (86%) of the attempted forms. The 
target-like forms appear across the entire corpus. I provide some representative target-like 
examples in (25). 
(25) Target-like labial stops in onsets 
buik 
poezen 
pyjama 
emmer 
pandabeer 
poort open 
een boot 
['breyk] 
['pu~] 
[pi]ama ('pjama)] 
['em~u] 
['panda'beJ] 
['p01t 'opg] 
[~n 'bot] 
['boupw] 
['pu·sa?] 
['pama] 
['?Lm·e] 
['pg.ma'bL:] 
['pQ: 'top£] 
[?~n 'bu:tw] 
01;06.01 
01;06.01 
01;06.01 
01;07.22 
01;07.22 
01;09.08 
01;09.22 
Although it only represents 10% of the attempted forms, a relatively clear pattern 
of coronal substitution appears in 44 cases. I provide some representative examples of 
this in (26). 
(26) Coronal substitution affecting labial stops in onsets 
muis 
plassen 
kapotmaken 
bijna klaar 
glijbaan 
['mreys] 
['plas~] 
[ka'p::>t 'mak~] 
['be ina 'klru] 
['xle~ban] 
['nreys] 
['to.§~] 
[.?o'p::>f 'naj:w~] 
['teina 'ta:J] 
['te~l)a:n~] 
01;06.11 
01;06.11 
01;08.12 
01;09.08 
01;09.22 
43 of the 44 attestations of this pattern occur before age 1;09.22, which suggests that 
these examples are representative of an early time period in Eva's phonological 
development. Also, in 37 of the 44 cases (84%) coronal substitution results in coronal-
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harmonized forms. These 37 examples represent 25% of the 147 cases of apparent 
coronal harmony found in Eva's productions. Out of these 37 harmonized forms, 21 
(57%) display place identity between the substituted consonant and the adjacent vowel. 
No clear lexical bias can be seen through a closer look at these data, which are thus 
mildly suggestive of feature sharing between consonants and vowels. However, as we 
will see with labial continuants below, any quick conclusion directly in favor of the 
partial specification hypothesis based on the trend observed here would be premature at 
this stage. As alluded to above, I will argue, in chapter 5, that the examples displaying C-
V identity in coronal-harmonized forms may be better explained by the special status and 
high frequency coronal segments in Dutch. 
I now turn to a discussion of the labial continuants in onset position, in order to 
determine whether asymmetries related to manner of articulation such as the ones seen 
above for velars find correlates in Eva's labials. 
4.4.2 Labial Continuants in Onsets 
In contrast to labial stops, labial continuants attempted in onsets are more 
frequently affected by coping strategies. This is also in line with the general preference 
for stops in onset position discussed above. The table in (27) shows the breakdown of the 
patterns affecting these consonants. 
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(27) Behavior of labial continuants in Eva's onsets 
Attempted Forms 194 
Target-like 96 49% 
Debuccalization 44 23% 
Coronal Substitution 22 11% 
Stopping 16 8% 
Deletion 10 5% 
Other 6 3% 
Labial continuant onsets are produced as target-like by the child in 96 ( 49%) of the 194 
cases. I provide some examples of these target-like productions, which appear across all 
ages, in (28). 
(28) Target-like labial continuants in onsets 
sloffen 
koffie 
olifant 
Snoopy valt 
vork 
zwemmen 
['sbf~] 
['k::>fi] 
['ol~fant] 
['snupi 'volt] 
('V::>lk] 
['zvem~] 
['p::>f~] 
['fbfi·] 
['?o:,fant] 
['dupi 'ua·ut] 
['f::>:t] 
['ugm~] 
01;04.26 
01;07.15 
01;09.08 
01;09.08 
01;09.22 
01;11.08 
A number of production strategies target labial continuants in Eva's productions. 
These patterns are in fact similar to those found in Jarmo's productions. First, 
debuccalization affects 44 (23%) of the attempted labial continuants in onset position. I 
provide some of these examples in (29). Of these 44 cases of debuccalization, 42 appear 
on or before the age of 1 ;07 .15. 
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(29) Debuccalization of labial continuants in onsets 
weg 
woef 
was 
fles 
vogel 
vis 
vogel 
['uexl 
['uuf] 
['uas] 
['fles] 
['vox~l] 
('VLS] 
['vox~n 
['fiJ-X] 
['huf] 
['ha~] 
['hes] 
r·J>qux~l 
('hJ-S] 
['ho:x;,·] 
01;04.12 
01;04.12 
01;04.26 
01;06.01 
01;06.01 
01;06.11 
01;09.08 
Second, in 22 ( 11%) of the attempted forms, target labial continuants are subject 
to coronal substitution. Examples illustrating these coronal substitutions are presented in 
(30). 
(30) Coronal substitution of labial continuants in onsets 
weg ['uexl [dexl 01;04.26 
fles ['fles] ['des] 01;06.01 
kraanwagen ['krum,uax~l ['taiJ'lWa·x~] 01;06.01 
vis ['vts] [p'dts] 01;06.01 
vliegen ['vlix~l ['jix·a] 01;06.01 
water ['ua~J] ['tatw~:] 01;06.01 
Only six (27%) of the 22 coronal substitutions affecting labial continuant onsets 
result in coronal-harmonized forms. This suggests that the pattern of coronal substitution 
affecting labial continuants in onset position occurs independently of coronal harmony 
itself. Ofthese six coronal-harmonized forms, four display C-V identity, from which no 
clear hypothesis can be formulated. 
Overall, it is also interesting to note that while labials do undergo substitution 
strategies in onsets, no cases were found in which Dorsal was the substituting feature. 
This points again to the favored status of coronals as substitute consonants, similar to 
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what was observed in the sections on velars above and in Jarmo's patterns in the 
preceding chapter. Turning now to potential effects of position within the syllable, I 
discuss the fate of labial segments in coda position in the next sections. 
4.5 Production Strategies Affecting Labials in Codas 
Keeping with the method of data presentation used throughout this chapter, I first 
provide in (31) the distribution of stops versus continuants in Eva's labial codas. 
31 
Labial Continuants 15 
As can be seen, Eva attempted a total of 78 labials in coda position, which 
includes 63 labial stops and 15 labial continuants. I begin with production strategies 
affecting labial stops in the next section. 
4.5.1 Labial Stops in Codas 
Labial stops are largely unproblematic in Eva's codas. In (32), I provide a 
breakdown of production strategies affecting these segments. 
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(32) Behavior of labial stops in Eva's codas 
Attempted Forms 63 
Target-like 53 84% 
Become onsets 4 6% 
Coronal Substitution 2 3% 
Other 4 6% 
As can be seen from the table in (32), 53 (84%) of the attempted labial stops are produced 
as target-like in Eva's codas. I provide some prototypical examples of this in (33). 
(33) Target-like labial stops in codas 
boom 
pap 
andersom 
daarop 
schaap 
bovenop 
opdak 
['born] 
['pap] 
[.and~Js':Jm] 
[.da'r:Jp] 
['sxap] 
['bov~.n:Jp] 
[':Jp 'dak] 
['bo:m] 
['papw] 
['?5n~''bm] 
['da:l,:Jp] 
['~apw] 
['bof,'bp] 
['?:Jp, 'dakw] 
01;07.22 
01;08.12 
01;09.08 
01;09.08 
01;09.08 
01;09.22 
01;11.08 
These target-like productions are found from the earliest speech samples and are 
consistent throughout the entire sample. 
The only two cases of coronal substitution affecting labial stops in coda contribute 
to the 147 cases (1.4%) of apparent coronal harmony. Neither of these two cases provides 
evidence for C-V identity. Again here, there are so few examples that no generalizations 
can be drawn from these data. 
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4.5.2 Labial Continuants in Codas 
As indicated in (31) above, only a few examples of labial continuants in coda 
position are attempted by the child. The breakdown of production strategies affecting 
these attempted consonants is listed in (34). 
(34) Behavior of labial continuants in Eva's codas 
AttemJ>ted Forms 15 
Target-like 13 187% 
Other 2 113% 
Eva's labial continuants are target-like in 13 (87%) of the 15 attempted forms. I provide 
some of these target-like forms in (35). 
(35) Target-like labial continuants in codas 
woef 
giraffe 
slof 
af 
hoofd 
aj 
['uuf] 
[.3i'Rof] 
['sbf] 
['of] 
['fioft] 
['of] 
[''?uf·] 
['hgf] 
['b;)f] 
['of] 
['o·f] 
[?of] 
01;04.12 
01;06.01 
01;06.01 
01;06.11 
01;06.11 
01;08.12 
No labial continuants were attempted in coda position by the child after age 
1;08.12. This gap may in fact be illustrative of the target language itself. Indeed, 
according to van de Weijer (1998), only 18% of all codas produced in Dutch child-
directed speech have the labial place of articulation. Furthermore, only a very small 
portion (13%) of these labial codas are continuants, which implies that these consonants 
are found in only 2.3% of the input forms to which the child is exposed. 
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As we can see from the examples above, similar to velar consonants, when labial 
consonants undergo place feature substitution, they are in the majority of cases replaced 
by a coronal. In the following section, I continue my investigation with target coronal 
segments, in order to uncover the main production strategies contributing to the cases of 
apparent labial harmony listed in (1 ). 
4.6 Production Strategies Affecting Coronals in Onsets 
In Eva's productions, coronals in onsets are largely unproblematic. It is however 
necessary to examine more closely their behaviors in order to uncover production 
strategies that yield cases of apparent labial harmony. I provide a breakdown of the 
patterns affecting coronals in the child's onsets in (36). 
(36) Behavior of coronals in Eva's onsets 
Attempted Forms 855 
Target-like 572 67% 
Debuccalized 71 8% 
Stopping 66 8% 
Deleted 66 8% 
Labial Substitution 55 6% 
Other 25 3% 
Coronals are target-like in Eva's onsets in 572 (67%) of the attempted cases. I 
provide some representative examples of this in (37). 
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(37) Target-like coronals in onsets 
deze ['dez~] ['de~~] 01;04.26 
laarzen ['lai~] [1a~J~] 01;06.01 
zitten mama ['ztt~ 'marna 'keik] ['t}t} u m~'ma eteit] 01;07.15 
kijk 
doe t-ie ['duti] ['tu·,ti] 01;08.12 
buiten ['breyt}] ['b~yt~] 01;09.08 
daar niet ['dru 'nit] ['dai 'nit] 01;09.08 
jam ['3Em] ['them] 01;10.03 
Although Eva's coronals are target-like the majority of the time, a few patterns 
also emerge in the data. One such pattern is that of debuccalization, affecting 71 (8%) of 
the attempted forms. The coronals targeted by this production strategy are most often 
(72%) part of a consonant cluster. Of the 71 debuccalized forms, 65 (92%) appear on or 
before age 1;08.12. I provide examples ofthe pattern in (38). 
(38) Debuccalization of coronals in onsets 
schoenen 
sleutel 
vlinder 
drinken 
schoen 
schelpen 
slapen 
['sxun~] 
['sl~t~l] 
['vltnd;:u] 
['dRti]k~] 
['sxun] 
['sxdp~] 
['slap~] 
['?urn~] 
['hreit~u] 
['?!n~] 
['ht:u.e] 
['?yi]~] 
['?eup~] 
['ha:~] 
01;04.12 
01;04.12 
01;04.12 
01;04.26 
01;04.26 
01;06.01 
01;06.11 
The data also reveal a pattern of labial substitution, which affects 55 (7%) ofthe 
attempted coronal onsets. Despite the low percentage of the data that these cases account 
for, I discuss these examples further because some of them result in cases of apparent 
labial harmony. I provide representative examples of labial substitution in (39). 
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(39) Labial substitution of coronals in onsets 
sloffen 
schaap 
do en 
handschoenen 
ojee 
oma toe 
glijden 
['sbf~] 
['sxap] 
['dun] 
['fiantsxun~] 
['o je] 
['oma 'tu] 
['xleij~ (xleid~)] 
['p:)<P~l 
['fa:p] 
('pUJl] 
[.ham'bu:n~] 
[.?;? 'ue:] 
['?oma 'pu:] 
['beij~] 
01;04.12 
01;04.26 
01;07.15 
01;07.15 
01;07.15 
01;07.15 
01;07.22 
51 out of the 55 labial-substituted cases appear on or before 1; 08.12. Of these, 28 occur 
in consonant clusters. Ofthe 55 cases of labial substitution, 25 cases (45%) result in 
apparent labial harmony. C-V identity is found in 18 of these 25 cases. However, 15 of 
these 18 cases come from the child's attempts to produce one word, sloffen [sbf~]. which 
becomes [p:)f~]. We can conclude from this that place sharing between consonants and 
vowels does not occur in a large portion of the lexical items showing labial substitution. 
4. 7 Production Strategies Affecting Coronals in Codas 
Finally, I conclude my investigation of coronal segments by examining coronals 
in coda position. The coronals are largely unproblematic in codas, as they were in onset 
position. In ( 40), I provide a breakdown of the production strategies affecting these 
segments. 
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(40) Behavior of coronals in Eva's codas 
Attempted Forms 804 
Target-like 490 61% 
Deleted 220 27% 
Labial Substitution 41 5% 
Become onsets 32 4% 
Other 20 2% 
As is visible from this compilation, coronal segments are target-like in Eva's codas in 
490 ( 61%) of the attempted forms throughout the corpus. I provide some of these target-
like forms produced by the child, in ( 41 ). 
(41) Target-like coronals in codas 
huis? ['fireys] ['firei~] 01;04.12 
dicht ['dtxtJ ['dtxtJ 01;07.15 
wilde hond ['tdd;} 'fi:Jnt] ['hum] '?5nt] 01;07.15 
poes ['pus] ['pus·] 01;08.12 
daar niet ['dru 'nit] ['da.I 'nit] 01;09.08 
dat ['dot] ['dot] 01;09.08 
datnou? ['dat 'nau] ['dat 'nau] 01;09.08 
Bert ['belt] ['uej:] 01;09.22 
A pattern of segmental deletion also appears, which affects 220 (27%) of the 
attempted forms. In 130 of these 220 cases (59%), deletion affects a segment in a 
consonant cluster within or across words. This pattern manifests itself across all ages and, 
as such, cannot be related to a specific developmental stage. I illustrate some of these 
examples in ( 42). 
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( 42) Segmental deletion of coronals in codas 
bal ['bol] ['bg·u] 00;08.04 
tijger [teix~u] ['t~ix~l 00;08.04 
uil ['reyl] ['?au] 00;08.04 
hand ['fiant] ['ha·nw] 01;06.01 
hoofd ['fioft] ['o·f] 01;06.11 
dicht doen ['dtxt 'dun] ['~t ,pu.Jl] 01;07.15 
paard ['part] ['pa:] 01;07.15 
datnou ['dot 'nou] ['to'no·u] 01;07.22 
Loet hoven ['lut 'bov~] ['lu· 'po:f~] 01;09.22 
We also find a patterns of labial substitution affecting 41 ( 5%) of the coronals in 
coda position. I provide some representative examples of this in ( 43). 
( 43) Labial substitutions affecting coronals in codas 
poes 
brood 
microfoon 
nijlpaard 
kachel 
roes 
panda 
['pus] 
['bRat] 
[,mikRo'fon] 
['neiLpart] 
['kox~l] 
['roes] 
['panda] 
['puf] 
['bo:p] 
['hAm] 
[ua:pw] 
['ta'xw o:llj] 
['ue:f] 
['poma] 
01;04.12 
00;08.04 
01;02.05 
01;07.15 
01;07.22 
01;08.12 
01;09.08 
34 of these 41 cases of labial substitution result in labial-harmonized forms, accounting 
for half(50%) of the 68 cases of apparent labial harmony. Out ofthese 34 cases, 15 
display C-V identity. However, an obvious lexical bias coming from two words can be 
found within these data. First, the word panda [panda], realized as [poma ], accounts for 
17 of the 34 cases. Second, the word poes [pus] becomes [put] in nine cases. It is thus 
difficult to draw reliable conclusions based on the remainder of this data set. 
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In sum, coronal segments appear on the surface to be virtually unproblematic. 
Although the majority of the attempted coronal forms are produced as target-like by the 
child, some production strategies affect the segments, such as debuccalization, deletion, 
and labial substitution, the latter of which often results in labial-harmonized forms. 
I provide in the next section, a more in-depth discussion of the patterns visible in 
Eva's productions that result in apparent consonant harmony. 
5. Discussion 
In this section, I discuss the patterns that result in apparent labial, coronal, and 
dorsal harmony. First, I discuss the patterns affecting coronals and velars which result in 
cases of apparent labial harmony. Second, I discuss patterns appearing with velars and 
labials resulting in cases of apparent coronal harmony. Finally, I briefly discuss the rather 
marginal cases where coronals are affected producing velar- harmonized forms. I then 
discuss these apparent harmony cases in light of the partial specification hypothesis. This 
discussion is primarily based on the proportions of harmonized forms that display C-V 
identity across the data set. I first look at labial-harmonized forms in the next section. 
5.1 Apparent Cases of Labial Harmony 
As reported in (2), 68 cases of apparent labial harmony are attested in the corpus. 
The table in ( 44) provides the distribution of these forms according to the production 
strategy causing the form to become harmonized. Because several of these words have 
substitutions affecting both onset and coda segments, there are often more cases of 
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segmental substitutions than there are words affected. For the sake of clarity, I list the 
segmental substitutions in a column separate from the number of words affected by each 
production strategy. See Appendix B 1 for detailed list of apparent cases of labial 
harmony. 
( 44) Production Strategies contributing to apparent cases of labial harmony 
Apparent 
Production strategies resulting in apparent labial harmony consonant 
harmony 
Labial substitution affecting coronal stops in onsets 5 
Labial substitution affecting coronal stops in codas 24 
Labial substitution affectin_g coronal continuants in onsets 20 
Labial substitution affecting coronal continuants in codas 9 
Insertion of a labial segment before a coronal coda [pus] - [pu<f>s] 1 
Labial substitution affecting velar stops 5 
Labial substitution affecting velar continuants 4 
Total apparent labial harmony 68 
Although there are many cases of labial substitutions that do not result in labial-
harmonized forms, the vast majority of these labial-harmonized forms, 58 out of 68 
(85%) come from cases of labial substitutions targeting coronals. These cases can be 
divided evenly between target stops and continuants. Labial substitutions are also shared 
across positions within the syllable, with 25 cases targeting coronals in onsets and 33 
affecting coronals in codas. Most of the remaining cases affect velars (nine cases, seven 
in onsets and two in codas). Finally, one isolated case is found where a labial segment is 
inserted before a coronal coda, resulting in a labial-harmonized form. 
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Coronal continuants are targeted in 29 cases by a pattern of labial substitution 
resulting in labial-harmonized forms. Of the labial-harmonized forms, 20 target coronal 
continuants in onsets, 15 of which (75%) display C-V identity. 14 of these 15 cases come 
from the words slof[sbf] and sloffen [sbf~]. All of these cases appear on or before age 
1;07.22. Labial substitution affects coronal continuants in codas in 10 cases, nine (90%) 
of which also display C-V identity. However, all nine of these come from the word poes 
[pus] and appear on or before the age of 1 ;06.0 1. Finally, five cases of labial substitution 
target coronal stops in onset position. Three of these five ( 60%) display C-V identity. In 
addition, 24 coronal stops in coda position undergo a pattern of labial substitution 
resulting in labial-harmonized forms. Six of these (25%) display C-V identity. These 
cases undermine any prediction based on the partial specification hypothesis. 
The evidence from all of the contexts discussed here suggests that at best, the 
coronal substitutions seen here with C-V identity emerge as a coincidence of a series of 
independent factors. This hypothesis is also supported in the context of coronal-
harmonized target velar segments, which are investigated next. 
5.2 Apparent Cases of Coronal Harmony 
As already stated above, 14 7 cases of apparent coronal harmony are attested in the 
Eva corpus. The table in ( 45) provides a breakdown of the production strategies resulting 
in these coronal-harmonized forms. See Appendix B2 for detailed list of apparent cases 
of coronal harmony. 
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( 45) Production strategies contributing to apparent coronal harmony 
Production strategies resulting in apparent coronal Substitution Apparent 
harmony consonant 
harmony 
Coronal substitution affecting velar stops in onsets 70 1025 
Coronal substitution affecting velar stops in codas 34 
Coronal substitutions affecting velar continuants in onsets 6 
Coronal substitutions affecting labial stops in onsets 37 45 
Coronal substitutions affecting labial stops in codas 2 
Coronal substitutions affecting labial continuants in onsets 6 
Apparent cases of coronal harmony 155 147 
If we combine all of the cases of coronal substitution compiled in the data 
breakdowns above (in examples (6), (10), (16), (24), (27) and (32)), we end up with a 
total of 302 cases of coronal substitution. These substitutions result in 147 words 
displaying apparent coronal harmony. The proportion of coronal substitutions thus 
largely exceeds the number of cases of coronal-harmonized forms resulting from it. This 
strongly suggests that substitution happens independently of any requirement for place 
feature harmony in output forms. 
Focusing first on the substitutions affecting velars, these substitutions result in 
102 coronal-harmonized words, eight of which display substitution in both onset and 
coda positions, for a total of 110 substitutions. 70 of these substitutions target velar stops 
in onset position, 34 affect velar stops in coda position and six affect velar continuants in 
onsets. 
Turning now to coronal substitutions affecting labial consonants, this pattern 
results in 45 words displaying coronal harmony. Of these 45 cases, 37 come from labial 
5 Eight fonns have substitution in both onsets and codas but result in only eight harmonized fonns. 
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stops in onset position, six from labial continuants in onset position and two from labial 
stops in codas. 
On the face of it, the cases of coronal substitution affecting labials appear to be 
highly correlated with C-V identity. Of the 37 existing cases of coronal substitution 
affecting labial stops in onsets, 28 (76%) display C-V identity. Also, there appears to be 
no lexical bias. While this observation could a priori be taken as evidence for the partial 
specification hypothesis, it must be noted as well that these cases are attested from the 
earliest up to the latest recording sessions, suggesting that there are no developmental 
stages related to this substitution strategy. In addition, as will be discussed in chapter 5, 
given the frequency of coronal consonants and vowels in Dutch, it is plausible that this 
outcome (coronal consonants and vowels appearing in the same word) is itself an artifact 
of the high frequency of these segments in the language. This possibility is also supported 
by the fact that out of the more marginal patterns listed in examples (24) through (34), no 
clear pattern of C-V identity was detected. 
Similar to coronal substitutions affecting labials, the ones affecting velars appear 
to be independent from any process of lexical specification triggering harmony itself. Out 
of the 70 cases where coronal substitution targets velar stops in onsets producing coronal-
harmonized forms, only 37 cases (53%) show C-V identity. If the partial specification 
hypothesis held true, one would predict a much higher proportion of these cases. The 
same applies to coronal-harmonized velar codas, which display place identity with the 
preceding vowel in 21 of the 34 cases (62%). Out of six cases of coronal-harmonized 
velar continuants in onsets, four (67%) show C-V identity. With percentages ofC-V 
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identity in coronal substituted forms hovering around the 60% range, these examples do 
not provide strong support for the partial specification hypothesis. 
Finally, the relationship between segmental substitution and manner of 
articulation should not be neglected either. Indeed, we observed in the data that both 
labial and velar continuants in coda tend for the most part not to be affected by coronal 
substitution. While this relates to the favoring of stops in onsets and continuants in codas 
discussed by Velleman (1996) and Bernhardt & Sternberger (1999), this also implies that 
the substitution strategies are not triggered by a lack of feature specification, which 
should affect all consonants across all manners of articulation. Rather, this asymmetry 
suggests that the patterns of substitution resulting in coronal-harmonized forms relate to 
constraints on the place and manner feature combinations allowed by the child's 
phonology in different positions within the syllable. 
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Chapter 5 - General Discussion 
1. Introduction 
In this chapter, I discuss one central issue that arose in my discussions of the 
patterns found in the preceding chapters in light of related evidence documented in the 
scientific literature. This issue relates to the special status of the Coronal feature 
evidenced in both Jarmo's and Eva's data. As was evident from chapter 3 (on Jarmo's 
data), the most widespread production problem lies in attempted labial continuants in 
onset position. For Eva, in chapter 4, the production difficulties were most often caused 
by velar segments attempted in both onsets and codas. Although the production problems 
were fairly different, the children chose very similar coping strategies. Indeed, both of 
them favoured a production strategy whereby the problematic segment undergoes a 
process of coronal substitution. This production strategy often results in apparent cases of 
coronal harmony, many of which display C-V identity. 
First, I discuss this pattern of coronal substitution by making reference to the 
special status of coronals universally in section 2. In section 3, I discuss the special status 
of coronals in Dutch, from the perspective of consonant and vowel inventories, the 
distribution of the segments within prosodic positions, and the frequency of occurrence of 
the segments in the ambient language. Finally, I provide a summary of the discussion in 
section 4. 
2. The Special Status of Coronals Across Languages 
Coronal consonants have a special status across languages. For example, the 
contributors to Paradis and Prunet ( 1991) present several arguments to the effect that 
across languages coronals are essentially different from other consonants. These 
arguments include the status of coronals in assimilation and neutralization processes, 
their behavior as transparent segments, and their frequency of occurrence. First, Paradis 
and Prunet (1991) state that coronals tend to be assimilated segments in both adjacent and 
nonadjacent assimilations. They state that there is a tendency for complex segments to be 
simplified to coronals in coda position. For example, the Korean neutralization of palatals 
to dentals in coda position, reported by Cho (1988: 49) suggests that dentals are less 
complex than palatals. Coronals therefore appear to be the more simple segments because 
they are often the outcome of neutralization processes. 
Second, transparency effects can be found where vowel spreading can take place 
across coronals but is blocked across non-coronals. These transparency effects can be 
seen, for example, in patterns of sibilant harmony in Chumash (Shaw 1991 ). Finally, as 
reported by Paradis and Prunet (1991), coronals are also special in that they are typically 
the most frequent consonants found across languages. There are three ways in which 
coronals may display higher frequency. The inventory frequency is ''the number of 
coronals in the consonant inventory of a given language (in comparison with the number 
of other consonants in the same inventory)." Typological inventory frequency is "the 
number of coronals attested in a universal phonemic inventory (in comparison with all 
other attested consonants in the same inventory)." Finally, occurrence frequency is "the 
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number of times coronals are produced in a representative speech corpus (in comparison 
with the number of times other consonants are produced in the same corpus)" (Paradis 
and Prunet 1991: 11 ). 
As we will see in the following section, these criteria are generally met in Dutch. 
3. The Special Status of Coronals: Dutch 
Coronal consonants indeed have a special status in Dutch. This special status is 
made evident in this section through a look at the frequency and distribution of coronal 
segments in the language. First, I examine the consonant and vowel inventories of the 
language to determine whether coronals display higher frequency in the phonemic 
inventory. Second, I look at the distribution of coronals within prosodic (syllable) 
structure. Finally, I look at the occurrence frequency of coronal segments through a study 
ofadultinput. 
3.1 Frequency of Consonants and Vowels in the Phonological Inventory 
In order to determine whether the inventory frequency provides evidence for a 
special status of coronal in Dutch, I examine the consonant and vowel inventories of the 
language. The table in (1) presents the consonant inventory of Dutch. 
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(1) Consonant inventory in Dutch (Booij 1995: 7) 
Labio-
Bilabial dental Alveolar Palatal Velar Glottal 
Plosives p,b t, d k, (g) 
Fricatives f, v s, z X h 
Nasals m n I] 
Liquids 1, r 
Glides u j 
According to Booij (1995), the consonantal inventory of Dutch includes six labial 
consonants, eight coronal consonants, and five velar consonants. Although, there are 
slightly more coronal consonants than other places of articulation, no clear dominance for 
the coronals is evident from this inventory. However, evidence for such a dominance can 
be found in the Dutch vowel inventory, provided in (2). 
(2) Vowel inventory in Dutch (Booij 1995: 4) 
Front Central Back 
Lax Vowels 1, e, Y Q ::> 
Tense Vowels I, y, e, f/J, a U, 0 
Schwa ~ 
Diphthongs ei, rey ::>U 
It is clear from the vowel chart in (2) that there are many more front (coronal) 
vowels than central or back vowels. Adhering strictly to the criteria for vowel place of 
articulation discussed in section 2, ten vowels can be considered coronal (front), as 
opposed to only two dorsal (central unrounded) and four labial (back round) vowels. This 
inventory has two implications with regard to the status of coronal vowels in the 
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language. First, from the perspective of the phonological inventory, there are many more 
coronal vowels than any other types of vowels together. Under the hypothesis that the 
shape of segmental inventories plays a role in developing phonologies, we expect this 
fact to play a role in Dutch child language. Second, because coronal vowels are dominant 
in the inventory, we expect these vowels to appear more frequently in the words 
attempted by the child. When this fact is considered from the perspective of C-V 
interaction, the implication is that there is a greater chance for words that undergo 
coronal substitution or coronal harmony to also display C-V identity. We observed this 
tendency in both case studies covered in this thesis. 
Beyond inventory, however, we expect the most significant impact of frequency 
to come from tendencies found in the input to which the child is exposed. For example, if 
it were the case that coronals were not occurring more frequently than segments with 
other places of articulation, the facts noted about the Dutch phonological inventory above 
would presumably have only a marginal effect on the children's grammar. This is 
however not the case; coronals are indeed very frequent in the language, as discussed 
below. 
3.2 Frequency of Occurrence in the Ambient Language 
In Dutch there is a high occurrence of coronal segments. Van de Weijer (1998) 
provides the results from a study during which he collected high density samplings of 
speech input from adults to determine the frequency of occurrence of individual 
consonants that are heard by an infant on a daily basis. The infant participating in van de 
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Weijer's study is a female monolingual Dutch learner who was six months old at the 
beginning of the study. She belongs to a family with two parents and an older sister. The 
infant was accompanied by a recording device during all of her waking hours for three 
months, which was used to determine the phonological properties of speech she was 
hearing on a daily basis. 
One of the main observations that arise from this study is that coronal consonants 
emerge as the single most prominent category of consonants in the language. As alluded 
to above, one would expect from the vocalic inventory in (2) to also find coronal (front) 
vowels to be extremely frequent in the language. Unfortunately, van de Weijer does not 
report on such frequencies. Nonetheless, the main focus of this discussion is on the 
special status of coronal consonants, i.e. the consonants that act as the main substitutes in 
both Jarmo's and Eva's outputs. In line with this observation, coronals are indeed 
extremely frequent in the ambient language. 
Van de Weijer (1998) looked at consonants in syllable onsets and offsets from 
three different speech contexts, adult-to-adult, adult-to-child, and adult-to-infant. The 
results of this study are illustrated in (3). This table details the occurrence frequency of 
consonants in the onsets and offsets (codas and right appendices; see further below) 
across the three speech contexts studied by van de Weijer. 
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(3) Occurrence frequency of consonants in Dutch (van de Weijer, 1998) 
Frequency Labial Coronal Velar 
Adult-Infant onsets 29% 61% 10% 
Adult-Child onsets 35% 53% 12% 
Adult-Adult onsets 33% 57% 10% 
Adult-Infant offsets 9% 78% 13% 
Adult -Child offsets 18% 71% 11% 
Adult-Adult offsets 8% 76% 17% 
Average frequency 22% 66% 12% 
As is evident from these data, coronal consonants display strikingly higher frequencies of 
occurrence in both onsets and offsets for adult speech directed at the infant, her sister and 
other adults. It is in the syllable offsets that coronal frequencies are the highest, 
accounting for approximately three quarters of the data. Because syllable offsets typically 
license material that is less marked than what onsets typically license, this provides 
strong evidence to the child for the unmarked status of coronals in the language. 
In addition, vowel frequency data from Dutch also suggest a special unmarked 
status of coronals in the language. The table in ( 4) illustrates the average occurrence 
frequency of vowels by place of articulation as described by van de Weijer (p.c.: August 
2006). 
(4) Frequency of occurrence of vowels in Dutch (van de Weijer, p.c.: August 2006) 
Place of Articulation Labial Coronal Velar 
Average Frequency 26% 44% 30% 
In order to not bias the interpretation of these vowel frequency data, schwa ( ~) has been 
excluded since it is not representative of any particular place of articulation. As see can 
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see in ( 4), the coronal vowels are not as frequent as coronal consonants in Dutch, 
however, the coronal vowels are the most frequent vowel type, representing nearly half of 
the vowels. Therefore vowel frequency information is in line with that of coronal 
consonants as a favored place of articulation.6 Ifthe child needs to resort to a default 
place feature for consonants and vowels alike, this evidence makes coronals be the most 
likely choice. 
In the next section, I provide further support for the unmarked nature of coronal 
consonants in Dutch through looking at the distribution of these consonants within the 
syllable. 
3.2 Distribution of Coronal Consonants 
As reported by Fikkert (1994: 43-49), coronals also have a special status within 
the syllable in Dutch. Indeed, consonant clusters found syllable-initially and syllable-
finally in the language obey a series of constraints governing the sonority and place 
features of the segments involved. Skipping all of the details that pertain to the core 
syllable in Dutch (the interested reader can consult works by Booij 1981, 1984, 1995, 
Trommelen 1983, van der Hulst 1984, 1985, Kager and Zonneveld 1986, Kager, Visch 
and Zonneveld 1987, van der Hulst and van Lit 1987, Kager 1989 on this topic), I will 
restrict myself to the status of appendices in the Dutch syllable. 
6 This observation about Dutch vowels is relevant to my study and that ofFikkert and Levelt. It predicts 
children's tendency to substitute non-coronal vowels for coronal vowels in produced forms. However, 
the issue of vowel production in Dutch-learning children lies outside the scope of this thesis and thus is 
left for further research. 
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At the left edge of the syllable, tri-consonant clusters (e.g. [str]) can only begin 
with the coronal consonant [ s]. This in itself points toward a special status for coronals, 
something also observed in the left appendices found in other West-Germanic languages 
(see Goad and Rose 2004 for a discussion of left-edge clusters in this language family 
and in acquisition). At the right edge of the syllable, up to three consonants can appear in 
the appendix, as long as these consonants are all coronal. Again here, these consonants 
provide evidence for coronals as being unmarked in the language. This point about the 
exceptionality of the coronals in this language is further supported by the fact that 
appendix positions are the only ones that allow for violations of the Sonority Sequencing 
Generalization (e.g. Sievers 1881, Jespersen 1922, Clements 1990). 
Under the hypothesis that the child is aware of phonotactics such as these, one can 
suppose that coronals will be analyzed as unmarked, a hypothesis that appears to be 
supported by the substitution strategies observed in both Jarmo's and Eva's outputs. 
4. Discussion 
Consonant harmony seems to manifest itself in different ways across languages. 
The evidence in this thesis, especially in light of the potential influence of language-
specific properties that play a role in children's production strategies when dealing with 
difficult sounds and sound combinations, may itself provide an explanation for the cross-
linguistic differences ovserved. The facts reported above clearly suggest that coronal 
consonants are unmarked both universally and in Dutch. All these facts conspire to 
predict that if the child were to select a default place of articulation, coronal would be the 
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most likely option. This prediction appears to be borne out in the evidence unveiled in the 
preceding chapters which highlights coronal substitution as the favored strategy used by 
the two children to cope with different production problems. Indeed, although the 
problems encountered by the children are fairly different in nature (both in terms of the 
featural content of the problematic consonants and of the syllable position within which 
they undergo substitution), they utilize a common strategy, that of coronal substitution. 
This strategy, which is well motivated through the special status of coronals discussed 
above, linked with the distribution of coronal vowels and consonants in the target forms 
attempted, often results in similar apparent cases of coronal harmony with an intervening 
front vowel. 
As such, the apparent feature sharing seen in the coronal substitution patterns 
(save the real case of coronal harmony uncovered in Jarmo's corpus and discussed in 
section 5 of chapter 3) is likely an artifact of the general phonotactics of the Dutch 
language, which correspond with the universal unmarkedness of coronals, and with the 
children's interpretation of these phonotactics in their development of alternative 
production strategies for segments that pose problems in their phonology. 
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Chapter 6 - Concluding Remarks 
In this thesis, I addressed two pressing questions in the field of phonological 
acquisition. The first of these pertains to the origin of consonant harmony as we find it in 
child language, a process which has no correlates in adult languages. Tackling this issue, 
I investigated the driving forces behind consonant harmony as a process. This 
investigation uncovered a series of production strategies that result in harmony even 
though these patterns are independent from harmony itself. The empirical focus of the 
investigation, speech productions from Dutch-learning children, was set by the fact that 
consonant harmony data in Dutch seems different from that for other languages studied to 
date (e.g. English, French). Indeed, rather than appearing to be a process of interaction 
between consonants at a distance, on the face of it, consonant harmony in Dutch looks 
more like feature sharing between consonants and adjacent vowels. According to the 
partial specification hypothesis proposed by Levelt (1993, 1994, 1996) and subsequently 
developed by Fikkert and Levelt (2004, 2006), this identity between consonants and 
vowels emerges from the fact that a given lexical item is assigned only one place feature 
and that this place feature is shared between the consonants and vowels in surface forms. 
As mentioned in section 4.1, this proposal implies that C-V identity should be found in 
early forms only, under the necessary assumption that lexical items are more richly-
specified at later developmental stages. 
In order to address these issues, I looked at individual case studies of two of the 
children (Jarmo and Eva) whose productions were examined in the original study of 
consonant harmony in Dutch by Levelt (1994). The investigation required a complete 
recompilation ofthese children's data and a subsequent reanalysis based on the new 
compilations. I looked at the data from from both qualitative and quantitative 
perspectives in order to provide a representative account of production strategies 
emerging in the children's outputs. First, I addressed each of the cases of apparent 
consonant harmony from the perspective of the place of articulation of the consonants 
targeted by the harmonizing processes. I then examined all attempted cases of these 
targeted segments, in order to determine the extent to which the patterns yielding 
harmony could affect these consonants, even in output forms that did not display 
harmony. At each step of this investigation, quantitative data were also collected in order 
to report on the representativity of the qualitative assessments. In other words, I 
characterized each production strategy identified from the perspective of the types of 
consonants it targeted, and characterized each target consonant type from the perspective 
of the production strategies affecting it. Each pattern was then analyzed as being an 
inherently harmonizing process or as being a harmonizing process by accident, due to 
other independent factors involved. Finally, throughout the investigation, I discussed the 
proportion of the forms showing C-V identity, keeping in mind a potential role for partial 
specification, under the expectation that it should manifest itself in early word 
productions. 
As a general result, this study uncovered a series of patterns, most of which are 
independent from consonant harmony itself, but that result in harmonized forms. The 
independence of these patterns is supported by the observations that, first, these 
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production strategies often manifest themselves in contexts that do not result in harmony 
-as such, we cannot describe them as inherently-harmonizing processes- and second, 
in several cases the problematic consonants undergoing these production strategies of 
place substitution could also undergo alternate production strategies such as consonant 
debuccalization or stopping. This is especially evident from Jarmo's data on labial 
continuants. 
Only one clear pattern suggesting genuine consonant harmony was found in the 
data. This pattern, one of coronal harmony, is attested in Jarmo's productions. It targets 
labial stops [p, b, m] in onsets only. It is triggered exclusively by the consonant [t] in 
codas (as opposed to all coronals in codas) and is independent from the quality of the 
vowel intervening between the two harmonizing consonants. Finally, it manifests itself 
within a self-contained grammatical stage that spans over a period of approximately three 
and half months. All of these observations are suggestive of a real process of consonant 
harmony. 
Beyond the cases of segmental substitution and consonant harmony, one 
encompassing generalization was attained from a comparison of the two case studies, 
both of which reveal the peculiar behavior of coronal segments in patterns of segmental 
substitution. First, for both children, many more cases of apparent coronal harmony are 
found than cases of labial or dorsal harmony. In addition, the apparent cases of coronal 
harmony found in both corpora show the highest rate of C-V identity compared with the 
other apparent cases of harmony. For both children, the majority of the observations are 
related to patterns of substitution of consonants whose production poses problems. In the 
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Janna corpus, the most prominent production problem yielding segmental substitution 
relates to labial continuants in onset position. However, this problem was not an 
important one in the Eva corpus. For Eva, the main problem lies in the production of 
velar segments in both onsets and codas. Although the nature of the two production 
problems is fairly different (different places and manners of articulation involved; 
different positions affected by the substitutions), the strategies used by children when 
attempting to produce the segments are very similar. Indeed, the substitute (default) 
consonant to replace labial continuants for Jarmo and velars for Eva is generally coronal. 
I argued that the sources of most of these observations about the peculiar behavior 
of coronals in the data can be found within the target forms attempted by the children, 
which reflect prominent properties of Dutch phonology. Many of the coronal 
substitutions in onsets occur in words that have coronals in codas. Likewise, many of the 
vowels adjacent to affected consonants in these words are already front vowels. Focusing 
specifically on coronal consonants, it must be noted that these consonants have a special 
status across languages, in which they display relative unmarkedness. This observation is 
well supported in the phonological and statistical properties of Dutch. First, coronal 
(front) vowels are more prominent in the vowel inventory of Dutch, which contains ten 
coronal (front) vowels, as opposed to four back vowels and two central vowels. Second, 
consonants display several properties that predispose coronal to be the default place of 
articulation in the language. At the level of syllable structure, coronals are the only 
consonants that can appear in left and right appendix positions, within which they are not 
subject to sonority restrictions. Also, from a frequency perspective, coronal consonants 
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are highly predominant in the language; they appear more frequently than any other types 
of consonants combined in both syllable onsets and offsets. The predominant presence of 
front (coronal) vowels and the distribution and frequency of coronal consonants in the 
language, conspire to yield a high number of apparent cases of coronal harmony with 
front vowels. 
In light of this, the data do not provide much support for the hypothesis that 
consonant harmony results from partial specification of lexical items. Indeed, many of the 
patterns that would appear at first glance to support this hypothesis result from lexical 
items that display a high frequency of occurrence in the corpora. Also, several of these 
patterns occur in relatively late productions, that is during time periods when partial 
specification is expected to no longer manifest itself. However, note in this respect that 
because the current investigation was not focusing on the early portions of the corpora 
only, it is very plausible that the generalization attained by Levelt (1993, 1994, 1996) and 
Fikkert and Levelt (2004, 2006) still holds. Thus, this thesis can in no way be taken as 
contradicting the partial specification hypothesis. It however raises the question as to 
whether there exist relationships between early production strategies and the substitution 
strategies observed at later time periods. For example, is it possible that partial 
specification applies each time a new word is learned, even after the first stages in 
phonological development have taken place? This issue is left for further research. 
In order to fully compare the results in this thesis with those in Fikkert and 
Levelt's research, a future developmental study ofthe recompiled data is needed. In 
addition, it must noted that this study is based on productions of two children only. No 
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independent evidence is available to suggest that the generalizations attained in this 
research can be extended to the other ten children from the Dutch corpus. This empirical 
question too leaves room for future research, to determine whether other children in the 
corpus follow similar or different patterns of production strategies. In addition, this type 
of research could be extended to other languages in order to determine whether consonant 
harmony is indeed a process of it own or an artifact of other production strategies such as 
that of segmental substitution found here. 
In conclusion, this study, like many others, leaves more questions than answers. It 
however reveals interesting relationships between production strategies adopted by 
children and phonological and statistical properties ofthe target language. As such, it 
suggests that consonant harmony, an inherently intriguing process, can emerge from a 
series of different factors, instead of as a grammatical requirement for harmony in output 
forms. 
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Appendix A: Jarmo - Apparent Consonant Harmony 
Appendix AI: Apparent Cases ofLabial Harmony 
( 1) Apparent Labial harmony targeting coronals in onsets 
01;07.29 auto ['oto] ['bipa] 
01;11.06 tok tok tok ['t::>k ,t::>k ,t::>k] ['v::>p::>p::>ph] 
02;00.04 toktok ['t::>kt::>k] ['p~pg] 
02;02.27 tandenborstel ['tand~,b::>1st;)l] ['bam,p::>r::>uJ 
02;04.01 giraf [3ji'Raf] ['bbfke] 
01;07.15 trommel ['tR::>m~l] ['paba] 
02;00.28 ballonnen [.ba'bn~n] ['pama] 
02;01.08 meenemen ['me'nem~n] ['me,meme] 
02;04.01 giraf (3ji'Raf] ['blgtkJ~] 
01;10.09 paula ['paula] ['pooo] 
01;10.09 paula ['paula] ['boue] 
01;10.09 paula ['paula] ['puoua] 
01;11.06 paula ['paula] ['pooo] 
01;11.06 paula ['paula] ['boua] 
01;11.06 paula ['paula] ['boua] 
01;11.20 paula ['paula] ['boua] 
02;00.04 paula ['paula] ['pauoo] 
02;00.04 paula ['paula] [.pau'v::>] 
02;00.04 paula ['paula] [.pau'va] 
02;00.04 paula ['paula] ['bouua] 
02;00.04 paula ['paula] ['boua] 
02;00.04 paula daar ['paula 'dar] ['pooo 'da] 
02;01.08 paula ['paula] ['p::>ua] 
02;03.09 clown nog een ['klaun 'n::>x~n ['kuua 'm::> 'ku~mcu] 
clowntje 'klauntj~] 
01;10.23 slapen ['sla~] ['pa~] 
02;01.22 slab uit ['slap 'reyt] ['pa~ '?aut] 
02;02.06 bell en ['bel~n] ['baoo] 
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(2) Apparent labial hannony affecting coronals in codas 
01;08.26 boot ['bot] ['poiif] 
01;09.09 maan ['man] ['m~m] 
02;03.09 clown nog een ['kloun 'nox~n ['kuua 'm~ 'ku~mcu] 
clowntje 'klountj~] 
01;09.09 maan ['man] ['mom] 
01;09.23 bad ['bot] ['bep] 
01;09.23 bad ['bat] ['bop] 
01;09.23 haan ['han] ['mam] 
01;10.09 paard hier ['part 'hir] ['pap 'hi~] 
01;10.09 paard hier ['part 'hir] ['pap 'hi.I] 
02;02.27 tandenborstel ['tand~,bo1st~l] ['bom.pofoii] 
01;07.29 bal ['bal] ['pauw] 
01;09.09 appel ['opal] ['J>opou] 
01;10.09 bal ['bal] ['bou] 
01;10.23 bal ['bal] ['pouw] 
01;11.06 appel ['opal] ['J>op~w] 
02;01.22 bal ['bol] ['pauw] 
02;01.22 kameel [.ka'mel] ['teiiw] 
02;02.06 lepel ['lepal] ['depow] 
02;02.06 schommel ['sxom~l] ['homow] 
02;02.27 appel ['opal] ['J>apiiw] 
02;03.09 appel ['opal] [?opom] 
02;03.09 een kameel [~n ,ka'mel] [J>~'meiiw] 
02;03.09 kameel [.ka'mel] ['meuw] 
01;07.15 bal ['bal] ['pow] 
01;08.12 bal ['bal] ['bo<f>] 
01;08.26 bal ['bal] ['ba:f:] 
01;10.23 bal ['bal] ['bou] 
01;10.23 bal ['bol] ['pou] 
02;02.06 nee Selma ['ne 'selma] ['ne1'newma] 
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(3) Apparent labial harmony affecting velars in onsets 
01; 11.06 vogel 
01; 11.20 schildpad 
02;03.09 trammel 
['vox~I] 
['sxtLpat] 
['tR::>m~l] 
(4) Apparent labial harmony affecting velars in codas 
01;09.09 monkey 
01;09.23 monkey 
01;10.09 boek 
01; 11.06 tok tok tok 
['m::>I]ki] 
['m::>I]ki] 
['buk] 
['t::>k ,t::>k ,t::>k] 
(5) Apparent labial harmony caused by reduplication 
02;04.0 1 olifant deze ['ol~fant 'dez~] 
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('<f>9W] 
[.pu'tap] 
['tu::>me] 
['m::>IIJ] 
['m::>mii] 
['bup] 
['u::>p::>p::>ph] 
['?ofa,fo 'de·s] 
Appendix A2: Apparent Cases of Coronal Harmony 
( 1) Apparent coronal harmony affecting labial stops in onsets 
01;11.20 poesje ['puJ~] ['tuf~] 
01;11.20 zebra ['zebRa] ['tetat] 
02;01.08 bril ['bRtl] ['tutl] 
02;01.08 zand spelen ['zant 'spel~n] ['tam ,te:l~] 
02;01.22 dat ook ['dot 'ok ['ta '?o 'tys,tak~] 
stukmaken 'st'Hkmak~n] 
02;01.22 muisje ['mceyJ~] ['tceyiJ~] 
02;01.22 muisje ['mceyf~] ['tauwJ~] 
02;02.06 poes eten ['pus 'et~n] ['tuf~ '?e:t~] 
01;07.29 paardje ['pa.I!i~l ['ta:ti] 
01;11.06 beertje ['be1!i~l ['ti·tJ~] 
01;11.20 boot ['bot] ['tbt] 
• 01;11.20 hier kapot ['hir ,ka'p~t] ['hi~ ·ij ~ t] 
01;11.20 kapot [ka'p~t] ['d~t] 
01;11.20 kapot [ka'p~t] ['t~t] 
01;11.20 nijlpaard ['neiLprut] ['dat] 
01;11.20 paard ['pa.It] ['tat] 
01;11.20 schildpad ['sxtLpat] ['tjta:t] 
01;11.20 schildpad ['sxtl,pat] ['teitat] 
01;11.20 tandenborstel ['tand~.b~Jstd1] ['tatdij ut/t'H] 
02;00.04 bad ['bat] ['tat] 
02;00.04 boot ['bot] ['tot] 
02;00.04 paard ['pa.It] ['ta·t] 
02;00.04 paardje ['pa.I!i~l ['taijt] 
02;00.28 bad ['bat] ['tqt] 
02;00.28 buiten ['bceyt~n] ['tceyt~] 
02;01.08 alsjeblieft ['alJ ~.blift] [,?asi'tist] 
02;01.08 alsjeblieft ['alf~.blift] [.?ha't]it] 
02;01.08 blaadjes ['blaij~s] ['tlat]~s] 
02;01.22 grote poten ['xrot~'potdn] ['tot 'tot~] 
02;01.22 kleine poten ['kleind 'pot~n] ['tei 'totld] 
02;01.22 muts ['meets] ['tytst] 
02;02.06 daar slabbetje ['dru 'sla~ijd] ['t~ 'tate~] 
02;03.09 dag beertje ['dux 'be1ij~] t'dax 'dt§d] 
01;04.18 damespaard ['dam~s.paRt] ['?a:?H,d}a:i] 
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01;07.15 paard 
01; 11.20 schildpad 
02;00.04 tandenpoetsen 
02;03.09 borstel 
['pa.It] 
['SXLLpat] 
['tand~nput~n] 
('b~lSt~l] 
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['ta] 
['?ita:t] 
['tapu,tu~] 
['loiitoii] 
(2) Apparent coronal harmony affecting labial continuants in onsets 
01;07.29 vliegtuig ['vlix,tceyx] ['tita] 
01;09.09 vis ['vts] ['~iJ.] 
01;09.23 duiven ['dceyv~n] ['d~ys~] 
01;09.23 fietsen ['fits~n] CliJ~l 
01;11.20 mama's fiets ['mamas 'fits] ['mama 'tiJ~] 
01 ;11.20 vis ['vts] ['tet§] 
01;11.20 vis ['vts] ['tt§] 
01;11.20 willy ['utli] ['muli] 
01;11.20 willy ['ut1i] ['ltli] 
02;00.04 fiets ['fits] ['tit~] 
02;00.04 fiets ['fits] ['tits] 
02;00.04 fiets (van) mama ['fits van 'mama] ['tic 'mama] 
02;00.04 weg willy ['vex 'wtli] ['vex 'lili] 
02;00.04 willy ['utli] ['l!li<P] 
02;00.04 willy ['utli] ['l~li] 
02;00.04 willy ['utli] ['lili] 
02;00.04 willy ['utli] ['jtli] 
02;00.04 willy ['utli] ['ltli] 
02;00.04 willy ['utli] ['leli] 
02;00.04 willy getekend ['utli x~'tek~nt] ['ltli 'tek~] 
02;00.28 fiets ['fits] ['ttt] 
02;00.28 fiets ['fits] ['dit~] 
02;00.28 nou dit willy ['nau 'dtt 'utli] ['noli 'di 'ltldi] 
02;01.08 boom tekenen ['born tek~n~n 'utli] ['bo 'tek~ 'lili] 
Willy 
02;01.08 kadootje Willy ['kadotj~ 'utli] ['koXJ~ 'ltli] 
02;01.08 vliegtuig ['vlix,tceyx] ['titceyf] 
02;01.08 vliegtuig ['vlix,tceyx] U~'sitceyf] 
02;01.08 willy ['utli] ['lili] 
02;01.08 w1pwap ['utp,uap] ['ltp/la] 
02;01.08 w1pwap ['utp,uap] ['ltp/la] 
02;01.22 nee willy ['ne 'utli] ['nel.'lili] 
02;01.22 willy ['utli] ['ld}i] 
02;01.22 willy ['utli] ['ltli] 
02;01.22 willy ['vtli] ['lili] 
02;02.06 fiets ['fits] ['ts'its] 
02;02.06 willy ['utli] ['dtli] 
02;02.06 Willy ook haren ['utli '?ok 'har.m] ['lili '?ox 'hal~] 
02;02.06 w1pwap ['utp,uap] ['tind~p] 
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02;02.06 wipwap ['vtp,uap] ['tind~p] 
02;02.06 zeven ['zev~n] ['tej~] 
02;02.27 ook dierentuin ['ok 'dir~n,treyn ['?ok 'snjtreyne·s] 
geweest x~'vest] 
02;02.27 televisie [,tel~'visi] [,te'~i~t] 
02;02.27 willy ['utli] ['ntli] 
02;02.27 wipwap ['mp,uap] ['lila] 
02;02.27 w1pwap ['uLp,uap] ['lila] 
02;03.09 dat visje ['dot 'vLSJ~] ['to 'si8F1 
02;03.09 kijk eens Willy ['keik 'ens 'wtli] ['kei.Kt 'lili] 
02;03.09 televisie [,tel~'visi] [,she·~i~i] 
02;04.01 daar vlinder ['dru 'vlmd~l] ['1~ 'sma] 
02;04.01 en boerderi j ['en ,brud~'Rei ['?em ,buHi'lQ 'leis] 
geweest x~·uest] 
02;04.01 flesje ['fleSj~] ['sleS}5] 
02;04.01 vlinder ['vlmd~1] ['tsma] 
02;04.01 willy ['ulli] ('lLli] 
02;04.01 Willy ook ['uLli 'ok 'a~ltj~s ['lili '?o '?a~B~ 
appe1tjes 1ekker 'lek~r] 'lek~] 
01;11.20 olifant ['o1~fant] ['?o~tu,tat] 
01;11.20 olifant ['olUant] ['?ot~.tat] 
02;00.28 water ['ua~1] eBa·~1 
02;01.08 hier wortel ['hir 'wort~l] ['hi~ 'toto] 
02;01.08 vasthouden ['vas~haud~] ['t~thauoo] 
02;01.08 vasthouden ['vas~haud~] ['t~tauoo] 
02;01.08 wortel ['uort~l] ['tatow] 
02;01.22 deze olifantje ['dez~ '?oli,fanB~] ['te 'ho,BaB~] 
02;01.22 olifant ['ol~fant] ['to taut] 
02;01.22 olifant ['oli,fant] ['?otRout] 
02;02.27 gevallen [x~·val~n] [~'tal~] 
02;03.09 bootje water ['boij~ 'uat~l] ['bo:J~ 'la~] 
02;03.09 ook bootje water ['ok 'botj~ 'uat~r] ['?o 'bo 'lat~] 
02;03.09 vos ['vos] [so'?os] 
02;03.09 water ['uat~l] ['lat~] 
02;04.01 gevallen [x~·val~n] ['sgl1:1] 
02;04.01 gevallen [x~·val~n] ['sal~] 
02;04.01 zullen we andere ['zcel~n oo 'and:;)re ['~u ,?ii '?an:;)la 'luli 
Willy die even 'uLli 'di 'ev~n 'di Q. 'tua:ij~] 
draaien 'draij~n] 
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(3) Apparent coronal harmony affecting labial stops in codas 
01;10.09 knip ['kntp] ['ttt] 
(4)Apparent coronal harmony affecting labial continuants in codas 
01;09.23 duif 
02;01.08 alsjeblieft 
['dreyf] 
['alJ~.blift] 
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['drey~] 
[,?asi'tist] 
( 5) Apparent coronal harmony affecting velars in onsets 
01;10.09 kikker ['klk~l] ['tit~] 
01;10.09 knip ['kntp] ['tlt] 
01;10.09 tekenen ['tek~nd] ['tetJ~] 
01;10.09 tekenen ['tek~nd] ['te·~] 
01;10.23 tekenen ['tek~n~] ['tet~] 
01;10.23 trein ['tRein] [t~'1ei] 
01;11.06 trui ['tRrey] [rg'lrey] 
01;11.20 schildpad ['sxtLpat] ['tita:t] 
T 
01;11.20 schildpad ['sxtLpat] ['teitat] 
02;00.04 kip ['ktp] ('tLt] 
02;00.04 tekenen ['tek~n~] ['te~!~] 
02;00.28 kijk eens ['kei,k~ns] ['keijts] 
02;00.28 kleien ['kleij~] ['tein~] 
02;01.08 rijden ['Reid~ ('Reij~)] ['leij~] 
02;01.08 trein ['tRein] ['tlei] 
02;01.22 grote poten ['xro~'potdn] ['tot 'to~] 
02;01.22 grote staart ['xrot~ 'start] ['to,ta·t] 
02;01.22 kleine poten ['kleind 'pot~n] ['tei 'toijd] 
02;02.06 daar yogi ['dru 'joxil ['ta: 'jo9i] 
02;02.06 glijden ['xleij~ Cxleid~) 1 ['ndp~] 
02;02.06 kijk eens ['ke~kdns] ['kacys] 
02;02.27 sturen ['styRd] ['tyj~] 
02;02.27 sturen ['styR~] [sd'ty1d] 
02;03.09 strand ['stRant] ['tl~y~~] 
02;04.01 dit de boerderij ['dtt d~ ,bwd~'rRei] ['ttt5 ,bul5'lei] 
01;10.23 draaien ['dRaj~n] ['djaj~] 
02;01.08 dat Rollo ['dat 'R:Jlo] ['t~k 'blo] 
02;02.27 draaien ['dRajdn] ['tla:jd] 
02;04.01 daar op ['daR:Jp] ['dabp] 
02;04.01 daar op ['daR:Jp] ['da:d:Jp] 
02;04.01 daar op ['daR:Jp] ['tab] 
02;04.01 daar op ['daR:Jp] ['dab] 
02;04.01 en boerderi j ['en ,bwd~'Rei ['?em ,buHi'lQ 'leis] 
geweest x~'uest] 
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( 6) Apparent coronal hannony affecting velars in codas 
01;10.09 tiktak 
02;0 1.22 dat ook 
stukmaken 
01; 11.06 tok tok tok 
['ttk,tak] ['tettt] 
['dat 'ok 'stWa:nak~n] ['ta '?o 'tys,tak~] 
['t::lk ,t::lk ,t::lk] ['tout::lt::lt] 
(7) Apparent coronal harmony targeting [h] 
01 ;09.23 huilt ['hreylt] ['jreyt] 
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Appendix A3: Apparent Cases of Dorsal Harmony 
( 1) Apparent dorsal harmony affecting labial stops in onsets 
02;01.08 kapot maken 
02;0 1.08 open maken 
02;0 1.22 gitaar pakken 
02;01.22 gitaar pakken 
02;01.22 klok maken 
02;02.27 glijbaan 
01;10.23 blokken 
02;00.28 pindakaas 
02;00.28 slaap monkey 
slaap 
02;02.06 mijn boekje 
02;01.22 ook muisje maken 
[,ko'p:)t 'mak~n] 
['o~ 'maken] 
[xi' tar 'pok~n] 
[Xi'tar 'pok~n] 
['kl:)k 'mak~n] 
['xleiba.n] 
['bbk~n] 
['pLnda,kas] 
['slap 'm:)I]ki 'slap] 
['mein 'bukj~] 
['?ok 'mreysj~ 
'mak~n] 
['k:),kalrn] 
['?o,xak~] 
['ka~ 'koxlrn] 
['ta 'k~lrn] 
['k:)x 'kak~] 
['xeixan] 
['k:)ko] 
['kika/s] 
['la~ 'kogi 'lap] 
['mei 'kukJ~] 
[no 'kou J.'kak~] 
(2) Apparent dorsal harmony affecting labial continuants in onsets 
02;00.28 varken 
02;04.01 olifantje 
02;00.04 dit is vogel 
02;00.04 vogel er uit 
02;0 1.22 grote vogel 
02;0 1.22 struisvogel 
02;0 1.22 vogel 
02;03.09 vogel 
['vwk~] 
['ol~font.J~] 
['dlt 'Ls 'vox~l] 
['vox~l e'Rreyt] 
['xrot~ 'vox~l] 
['stRreys,vox~l] 
['vox~l] 
['vox~l] 
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['kakJ~s] 
['h5I]~kat}e] 
['sxox¥1 
['xox5 .d~ '?reyt] 
['xo ·xuoxo] 
['srey,xoxoii] 
['xoxoii] 
['ko·xoii] 
(3)Apparent dorsal harmony affecting coronals in onsets 
01;05.27 tok tok [bk ,tJk] ['ka:ka] 
01;06.27 tok tok tok ['t:)k ,tJk ,tJk] ['kokoko] 
01;11.20 straks ['straks] ['kgst] 
02;00.04 tiktak ['ttk,tak] ['ttkgik] 
02;00.04 tiktak ['ttk,tak] ['tikak] 
T 
02;01.22 gitaar pakken [Xi'tar 'pak~n] ['ka~ 'kaxka] 
02;03.09 banaan [,ba'nan] [ tt'I]a:I]] 
02;03.09 banaan [,ba'nan] ['I]a:I]] 
02;04.01 olifantje ['olUanlj~] ['h5I]Lkaije] 
01;05.27 tok tok [bk ,tJk] ['keke] 
01;05.27 tok tok [bk ,tJk] ['k;:,k;:,] 
01;10.23 blokken ['bbk~n] ['k;:,ko] 
01;11.06 trekker ['trek~r] ['kekekek] 
01;11.06 trekker ['trek~r] ['kekekek] 
02;00.04 schoenen ['sxun~] ['gul)~] 
02;00.04 tekenen ['tek~n~] [te'kek~] 
02;00.28 drink en ['dRLI]k~n] ['ktk~] 
02;00.28 schoenen ['sxun~] ['kuUI]~] 
02;01.08 kadootjes ['kadotj~s] ['kok~s] 
02;01.08 schoenen ['sxun~] ['kui]~] 
02;02.27 jongen [J:)I]~n] ['1]:)1]~] 
02;02.27 nog een keer ['n;,x ~n 'ke1] ['k;,ke~] 
(4) Apparent dorsal harmony affecting coronals in codas 
02;02.06 op de kar [';:,p d~ 'kar] ['?ote 'kak] 
02;03.09 banaan [,ba'nan] [ tt'I]a:l)] 
02;03.09 banaan [,ba'nan] ['I]a:I]] 
01;11.06 trekker ['trek~r] ['kekekek] 
02;00.04 kalkoen [,kal'kun] ['kUI]] 
02;02.06 kalkoen [,kal'kun] ['ko:I]] 
02;02.06 kalkoen [,kal'kun] ['kui]] 
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Appendix B: Eva - Apparent Consonant Harmony 
Appendix B 1: Apparent Labial Harmony Harmony 
( 1) Apparent labial harmony affecting coronal stops in onsets 
01 ;02.05 toren 
01;06.11 postbode 
01;09.08 duplo 
01;07.15 panda ook 
tandenpoetsen 
01 ;08 .12 tandenpoetsen 
['toR~] 
['p~s~bod~] 
['dyplo] 
['panda 'ok 
'tand~,pu!§~] 
['tand~,puts~] 
('b\)W~] 
['t~~'bo:w~] 
['bupo:] 
['porno: 'pQD.d~ 
'put§~:] 
['p!!ma,pujd:] 
(2) Apparent labial harmony affecting coronal continuants in onsets 
01;04.12 sloffen ['sbf~] ['p~f~] 
01;04.12 sloffen ['sbf~] ['p~~] 
01;04.12 sloffen ['sbf~] ['p~f~] 
01;04.12 s1offen ['sbf~] ['p~~] 
00;08.04 sloffen ['sbf~] ['p~f~] 
01;05.22 sloffen ['sbf~] ['p~f~] 
01;05.22 sloffen ['sbf~] ['p~cf>~] 
01;02.05 ball on [ba'bn] ['b5m] 
01;02.05 slof ['sbf] ['b~f] 
01;02.05 sloffen ['sbf~] ['p~f~:] 
01;02.05 sloffen ['slof~] ['p'~'f~] 
01;02.05 sloffen ['sbf~] [,p~f~] 
01;06.11 sloffen ['sbf~] ['p~f~] 
01;07.22 sloffen ['sbf~] ['p~f~:] 
01;07.22 sloffen ['sbf~] ['p~f~:] 
01;04.12 sloffen ['sbf~] ['pocf>~] 
00;08.04 schaap ['sxap] ['fa:p] 
01;06.11 brilletje ['bnlatja] ['pwe] 
01;07.15 lepel ('le~l] ['v~·p~:] 
01;08.12 schapen ['sxa~] ['P~'P;?:] 
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(3) Apparent labial hannony affecting coronal stops on codas 
01;04.12 brood ['bRot] ['ffiO'P] 
01;04.12 brood oma ['bRot 'oma] ['mo·p 'oma] 
00;08.04 brood ['bRot] ['bo:p] 
01;05.22 brood ['bRot] ['boiip] 
01;07.15 panda doen ['panda 'dun] ['pama: 'bu] 
01;07.15 panda ook ['panda 'ok] ['pa,mot] 
01;02.05 panda ['panda] ['pam·a] 
01;02.05 panda ['panda] ['pam·a] 
01;02.05 panda ['panda] ['bam·a] 
01;07.15 een panda ['en 'panda] ['?e:n 'pama] 
01;07.15 nijlpaard ['neiLprut] [ua:pw] 
01;07.15 panda ['panda] ['pCima:] 
01;07.15 panda ['panda] ['pa·ma:] 
01;07.15 panda ['panda] ['pama] 
01;07.15 panda ook ['panda 'ok] ['pamo::t] 
01;07.15 panda ook ['panda 'ok] ['pam~ 'o·t] 
01;07.15 panda ook ['panda 'ok ['porno: 'pag.d~ 
tandenpoetsen 'tand~,pu!§~] 'pu!§~:] 
01;07.22 panda ['panda] ['pama:] 
01;07.22 pandabeer ['panda'bel] ['pgma'bt:] 
01;08.12 panda ['panda] [.pQ'm:;>:] 
01;08.12 panda ['panda] ['pa,IIJa:] 
01;08.12 tandenpoetsen ['tand~,puts~] ['p~a,puj:~:] 
01;09.08 rna an ['man] ['ma:m] 
01;09.08 panda ['panda] ['pama] 
( 4) Apparent labial hannony affecting coronal continuants in codas 
01;04.12 poes ['pus] ['puf] 
01;04.12 poes ['pus] ['pu<l>] 
01;04.12 poes ['pus] ['pu<l>] 
00;08.04 poes ['pus] ['puf] 
00;08.04 poes ['pus] ['puf] 
01;02.05 poes ['pus] [puf] 
01;06.01 poes ['pus] ['puf] 
01;06.11 poes ['pus] ['bu·f] 
01;08.12 mes ['mes] ['ue:f] 
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( 5) Apparent labial harmony affecting velars in onsets 
00;08.04 schaap 
01 ;02.05 koffie 
01 ;02.05 koffie 
01 ;02.05 toren 
01 ;07 .22 koffie 
01 ;07 .22 opruimen 
01;08.12 schapen 
['sxap] 
['k~fi] 
['k~fi] 
['toRg] 
['k::>fi] 
['::>p,Rceymg] 
['sxapg] 
['fa:p] 
['p::>f] 
['p::>f] 
['b9wg] 
['p::>h] 
[,'b'pceymg] 
['P~'P;?:] 
( 5) Apparent labial harmony affecting velars in codas 
01;04.12 buik 
01;02.05 buik 
['bceyk] 
['bceyk] 
['bceup] 
['boiipwl 
( 6) Labial harmony caused by segmental insertion of another labial 
01;02.05 poes ['pus] ['pu<f>s] 
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Appendix B2: Apparent Cases of Coronal Hannony 
( 1) Apparent coronal harmony affecting labial stops in onsets 
01;04.12 bed ['bet] ['<jet] 
01;04.12 bed ['bet] ['<jet] 
01;04.12 prik ['pRLk] [!LJ] 
01;04.12 prik ['pRLk] ['tLt] 
01;04.12 prikken ['pRLk~] ['te1.t~] 
00;08.04 bed ['bet] ['d~~] 
00;08.04 bijten ['beit~] ['d~it~] 
00;08.04 prik ['pRLk] [!trl 
01;05.22 Bert ['belt] ['<j.eJ] 
01;05.22 Bert ['belt] ['deJw] 
01;05.22 buik ['breyk] ['dreyt] 
01;05.22 prik ('pRlk] nrerl 
01;02.05 Bert ['be1t] ['<j.eJ] 
01;02.05 Bert ['be1t] ['detw] 
01;02.05 buik ['breyk] ['drey't] 
01;02.05 buik ['breyk] ['d~yt] 
01;06.11 buiten ['breyt~] ['dreyt~] 
01;06.11 muis ['mreys] ['nrey§] 
01;06.11 muis ['mreys] ['n~·sw] 
01;06.11 muis ['mreys] ['nreis] 
01;06.11 muis ['mreys] ['nreys] 
01;07.15 muts op ['mats ·~p] ['mts '?~p] 
01;09.08 bijna klaar ['be ina 'klru] [~'uei/ 'deil)a 'ta:1] 
01;09.08 bijna klaar ['be ina 'klru] ['deina 'ta•1] 
01;09.08 bijna klaar ['be ina 'klru] ['teina 'ta:1] 
01;09.08 weer bijna klaar ['vel 'be ina 'klru] ['vel 'tein 'pa-?] 
01;09.22 glijbaan ['Xle~ban] ['tei,l).a:n~] 
02;03.27 spijkers ['speik~ls] ['teitjs] 
01;06.11 bad ['bat] ['tg:t] 
01;06.11 plassen ['plas~] ['to§~] 
01;06.11 post bode ['p::>st,bod~] ['t::>~'bo:w~] 
01;06.11 puzzel ['pawl] [!H~~] 
01;08.12 kapot maken [ka'p~t 'mak~] [,o'p~ ,na:t~] 
01;08.12 kapot maken [ka'p~t 'mak~] [,?o'p~f 'na:tw~] 
01;09.08 nee potlood ['ne 'p~~lot] [ne 1h~,go:t] 
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00;08.04 maken 
0 1 ;07 .22 paraplu 
['mak;}] 
[,paRa'ply] 
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['na:t;}] 
['piii'!!Y:J 
(2) Apparent coronal harmony affecting labial continuants in onsets 
01;11.08 
01;02.05 
01;02.05 
01;02.05 
00;08.04 
01;02.05 
ik vies heb, vieze 
han den 
vis 
fles 
vis 
kwak 
water 
['tk 'vis 'hep 'viz~ 
'hand~] 
['vts] 
['fles] 
['vts] 
['kuak] 
['uat~J] 
['?tt 'ui·yep 'tsit 
'?<ll).dl] 
[p'dts] 
['des] 
['z'is] 
['tat] 
['tatw~:] 
(3) Apparent coronal hannony affecting labial stops in codas 
01;09.08 oma komt 
01;09.08 oma komt 
['oma 'k~mt] 
['oma 'k~mt] 
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['?o·ma 't~nt] 
['?o·ma 'tu·nt] 
( 4) Apparent coronal harmony affecting velar stops in onsets 
01;04.12 prikken ('pRtk~] ['te1t~] 
00;08.04 kers ['kels] ['te~] 
00;08.04 kijk ['keik] ['tei't] 
._, 
00;08.04 kijk ['keik] ['teit] 
00;08.04 kijken ['keik~] ['teit~] 
01;05.22 kindje ['ktnti~] ['tiQ.] 
01;02.05 tekenen ['tek~n~] ['te:te] 
01;06.11 andere ki jken ['and~rn 'keik~] ['a,ne 'teit~] 
01;06.11 kijk ['keik] ['teit] 
01;06.11 kijken ['keik~] ['tei~] 
01;07.15 creche ['kReJ] ['te~] 
01;07.15 hij is krant (aan ['fiei 'ts 'kRant 'lez~] ['he ,ts~ 'tan.1e:~/s~:] 
het) 1ezen 
01;07.15 kijk ['keik] ['teit] 
01;07.15 kijk ['keik] ['t~:it] 
01;07.15 oma kijken ['oma 'keik~] ['?oma 't~i~:] 
01;07.15 zitten mama kijk ['ztt~ 'mama 'keik] ['t~t~ u m~'mo eteit] 
01;07.22 daar kijken ['dal 'keik~] ['c;Ja· 't~it~:] 
01;07.22 omakijken ['oma 'keik~] ['?oma 'teitw~:] 
01;07.22 poes kijken ['pus 'keik~] ['pu.s 'Jreit~] 
01;07.22 poes kijken ['pus 'keik~] ['pu: 'teit~] 
01;08.12 kijk ['keik] ['t~it] 
01;08.12 kijk eens ['ke~k~ns] ['te~tts] 
01;08.12 kikker ['ktk~l] [j:Lj:~·] 
01;08.12 omakijken ['oma 'keik~] ['?oma ,t~it~ 1 
01;09.08 kijk eens ['ke~k~ns] ['te~t~~] 
01;09.08 leeuw kijken ['leu 'keik~] ['zeu 'treiJ] 
01;09.08 leeuw kijken wil ['leu 'keik~ 'utl] ['le~ 'teit~ 'utj:] 
01;09.08 Marieke [ma'Rik~] [jit~:] 
01;09.08 weerklaar ['vel 'klal] ['up 'tal] 
01;09.22 glijbaan ['xle~ban] ['te~Q.a:n~] 
01;09.22 kijk eens ['ke~k~ns] ['tei'tt~] 
01;09.22 kijk eens ['ke~k~ns] ['te~tis] 
01;09.22 kijk eens ['ke~k~ns] ['t!: ,tt:s] 
01;09.22 Loetkijken ['lut 'keik~] ['lu· 'teit~] 
01;09.22 wij ook kleien ['uei 'ok 'kleij~] ['uei '<;_>k, 'teij~] 
02;03.27 kijken ['keik~] ['teit~] 
02;03.27 spijkers ['speik~ls] ['teitjs] 
00;08.04 kwak ['kvak] ['tat] 
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00;08.04 maken ['mak~] ['na:~] 
01;06.11 kaas ['kas] ['ta:~] 
01;06.11 klok ['klJk] ['tJt] 
01;07.15 kan niet ['kan ,nit] ['ta,n.:i:t] 
01;07.22 kan niet ['kan ,nit] ['t@ril 
01;07.22 klok ['kl;)k] ['t;):t] 
01;08.12 kachel ['kax~l] ['ta·,t;)x] 
01;08.12 kapotmaken [ka'p;)t 'mak~] [,o'p;) ,na:t~] 
01;08.12 kapot maken [ka'p;)t 'mak~] [,?o'p;)f 'na:!w~] 
01;08.12 klok ['kl;)k] [J;)tw] 
01;08.12 klok ['kl;)k] [J;)tw] 
01;09.08 bijna klaar ['beina 'klru] ['be in 'ta:1] 
01;09.08 bijna klaar ['be ina 'klru] [ ~'uei/ 'dei.t)a 'ta:1] 
01;09.08 bijna klaar ['be ina 'kla.I] ['bei(la 'ta:1] 
01;09.08 bijna klaar ['beina 'klru] ['deina 'ta·1] 
01;09.08 bijna klaar ['be ina 'klru] ['teina 'ta:1] 
01;09.08 bijna klaar ['be ina 'kla.I] ['vein~ j:a:1] 
01;09.08 bijna klaar ['beina 'klru] ['be ina 'ta:1] 
01;09.08 bijna klaar ['be ina 'klru] ['ueina 'ta:1] 
01;09.08 die ook krokodil ['di 'ok ,kroko'dtl] [,di 'jou 'toto'dt;) ,] 
01;09.08 kan niet ['kan ,nit] ['tanitw] 
01;09.08 kan niet ['kan ,nit] ['ta·,nit] 
01;09.08 kan niet ['kan ,nit] [J;)g.it] 
01;09.08 kan niet bij ['kan 'nit 'bei] ['tau.i 'b~i] 
01;09.08 omakomt ['oma 'k;)mt] ['?o·ma 'tu·nt] 
01;09.08 omakomt ['oma 'kJmt] ['?o·ma 't;)nt] 
01;09.08 zo klaar ['zo 'klru] ['§ou 'ta:1] 
01;09.22 (dat zou) ik niet [('dot 'zau) 'tk 'nit ['?it 'ni~ 'tun~] 
kunnen 'kun~] 
02;03.27 kan niet uit ['kan 'nit 'reyt] ['tani'treyt] 
02;03.27 k1ok ['kl;)k] ['t}t] 
01;11.08 koffiekoekje ['k;)fi'kukj~] ['k;)f_tu!iel 
01;11.08 Marieke komt [ma'R.ik~ 'k;)mt] ['ni't 'k;)n)t] 
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(5) Apparent coronal harmony affecting velar continuants in onsets 
01;11.08 gele 
01;11.08 groen 
01; 11.08 dat is gele 
01;07.15 die gegeven (?) 
papa 
01;08.12 kachel 
01;02.05 getsie 
['xei~] 
['XRUn] 
['dot ,ts 'xel~] 
['di x~'xev~ 'papa] 
['kax~I] 
['xetsi] 
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['~e:l~] 
['tyn] 
['datts 'tse·l~] 
"" ['di Je:t~ 'pa'pa] 
['ta·,tJx] 
['dre:t] 
( 6) Apparent coronal hannony affecting velar stops in codas 
01;04.12 prik ('pRtk] [ltS] 
01;04.12 prik ('pRtk] ['ttt] 
00;08.04 kijk ['keik] ['tfj·t] 
00;08.04 kijk ['keik] ['teit] 
00;08.04 kwak. ['kuak] ['ta·t] 
00;08.04 prik ('pRtk] [ltSW] 
01;05.22 buik ['bceyk] ['dceyt] 
01;05.22 prik ('pRtk] ['tcetw] 
01;02.05 buik ['bceyk] ['dceyt] 
01;02.05 buik ['bceyk] ['d~yt] 
01;06.11 kijk ['keik] ['teit] 
01;06.11 klok ['kl::>k] ['t::>t] 
01;06.11 strik ['StRLk] ['te!w] 
01;06.11 tiktak. ('tL~tak] ('tt'tLt] 
01;07.15 deksel ['deks~l] ['dtS~o:] 
01;07.15 kijk ['keik] ['teit] 
01;07.15 kijk ['keik] ['t~:it] 
01;07.15 zitten mama kijk ['ztt~ 'mama 'keik] ['t}~ u m~'ma eteit] 
01;07.22 deksel ['deks~l] ['de'twsa] 
01;07.22 klok ['kl::>k] ['t::>:t] 
01;08.12 kijk ['keik] ['t~it] 
01;08.12 klok ['kl::>k] [!;:,tW] 
01;08.12 klok ['kl::>k] [!;:,tW] 
01;09.08 deksel ['deks~l] ['dttso,::>p] 
01;09.08 deksel op ['deks~l '::>p] ['dttso· I T::>p] 
01;09.08 ikook ['tk 'ok] ['?i 'to't] 
01;09.22 Bert ook ['belt 'ok] ['be· 'to:t] 
01;09.22 ik ook glijbaan ['tk 'ok 'Xle~ban] ['?i'to:t ·~eima] 
01;09.22 ik ook zandbak. ['tk 'ok 'zam,bak ['?i'tos~ 'sarn,ba? 
spelen 'spe1~] 'pe:1~] 
01;09.22 Loet ook ['1ut 'ok] ['lu:'to't] 
01;09.22 rok ('R::>k] ['bt] 
02;03.27 klok ['kl::>k] ['t}t] 
01;11.08 koffiekoekje ['k::> fi'kukj~] ['k::>fJ:u!i£] 
01;11.08 omaheb ook ['oma 'hep 'ok ['J>ofund'ep 'o·~ 
zak.doek 'z~duk] '§~dut] 
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Appendix B3: Apparent Cases of Dorsal Harmony 
( 1) Apparent dorsal harmony affecting coronals in onsets 
01; 11.08 Eva aaien toch 
01;11.08 op dak 
['eva 'aij~ 't:>X] 
[':>p 'dak] 
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['?ef~ 'ai 'k:>x] 
[''?:>~ 'gak] 
' 


